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Abstract
In recent decades, the historical significance of the panel paintings by Jan van Eyck, Rogier van der
Weyden, and the Flémalle group has been subject to debate. This essay analyses the shifts in gilding
practices that accompanied the introduction of the fifteenth-century ars nova, arguing that the new
panel painting marked a self-conscious departure from the luxury arts by asserting its value through
representation alone, rather than through material worth. From the 1420s-30s onwards, Netherlandish
panel paintings rejected gold-leaf backgrounds, and they also increasingly either relegated gilding to
small details such as halos and heavenly rays, or incorporated it into pictorial representation. In
addition, these paintings display a particularly intensive visual dialogue with contemporary sculpture
and brocaded textiles, as a means of exploring painting’s superior capacity to depict persuasive
surfaces in spatial depth.
In establishing its independence from other contemporary art forms, and in promoting the
intrinsic value of representation, early Netherlandish panel painting presaged the high status of
painting in the ensuing centuries of the western canon, even though, in other respects, these works
remained firmly rooted in earlier tradition. The rise of early Netherlandish painting thus sheds
important light on the role of periodization within art-historical interpretation. Where a number of
recent studies have perceived temporal instability within the content of medieval and Renaissance
images, this essay proposes that historiographical assessment should take into account the specific
material and conceptual qualities of different artistic media, and weigh the relative importance of their
perceived references forwards and back in time.
The research for this project developed over many years and eventually coalesced into a size
and shape in between a typical book and a typical journal article. Digital publication on the University
of York’s History of Art Research Portal enables this essay to be presented at its full length,
incorporating far more material—especially a greater number of detailed illustrations—than is
possible in traditional printed journals. Publication at full length also enables it to combine typically
disparate methodologies and sub-fields: historiography, methodological reflection, technical analysis,
and close looking at artworks in different media, from luxury objects and sculpture to panel painting.
Most critically, the visual apparatus of digital publication supports this essay’s emphasis on the
importance of contingent looking within particular lighting circumstances, a feature rarely considered
in art-historical studies.
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Introduction
On the contemporary market, an artwork’s value has little to do with the cost of manufacture:
price ensues from what the buyer is willing to pay, which depends in turn on the buyer’s perception of
the artwork’s and artist’s significance.1 Within the field of early Netherlandish art, the painted panels
by renowned figures like Jan van Eyck and Rogier van der Weyden tend to be simultaneously the
most well-known and the most valuable, so that their current cultural esteem mirrors their financial
worth. During the fifteenth century, however, the relatively new format of panel painting was much
less expensive than the costly art forms that had dominated elite artistic production for centuries,
including tapestry, illuminated manuscripts, stained glass and metalwork. While panel painting has
benefitted from a long and voluminous scholarly literature, many of these other objects have only
comparatively recently begun to earn their due recognition.2 One strand of this recent scholarship has
offered a provocative claim, that modern admiration of early Netherlandish painting has led to
overestimation of its historical role. Among the Burgundian aristocracy and urban elites, so the
argument goes, the most highly regarded works were those of the greatest expense to produce, and
1

Joseph Leo Koerner and Lisbet Rausing, ‘Value’, in Critical Terms for Art History, ed. Robert S. Nelson and
Richard Shiff (Chicago, 2003), 419-34 (see also in the same volume Paul Wood, ‘Commodity’, 382-407); Olav
Velthuis, Talking Prices: Symbolic Meanings of Prices on the Market for Contemporary Art (Princeton, 2005);
Lisa Koenigsberg, ‘Art as a commodity? Aspects of a current issue,’ Archives of American Art Journal 29, no.
3/4 (1989): 23-35.
2 See for instance Colum Hourihane, ed., From Minor to Major: the Minor Arts in Medieval Art History
(University Park, PA, 2012).
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panel painting acted primarily as a cheaper substitute, the medium of choice for those who wanted,
but could not afford, top-end luxury. It has sometimes been further claimed that painting was
altogether less important and influential than the decorative arts, so that modern esteem of panel
painting simply reflects modern preoccupations.3
In this essay, I argue to the contrary that early Netherlandish painters deliberately presented
their artwork as a conceptual alternative to the luxury arts, thereby presaging the leading status of
painting in the ensuing centuries of western art history. While there is little written evidence for how
Netherlandish painters conceived of their craft, I demonstrate that technical analysis of the paintings
themselves yields critical insights. Decisive changes in gilding practices introduced with the new
Eyckian painting showcase the painted panel as an object earning its value through representational
means, rather than material cost. In dramatically revising gilding techniques, early Netherlandish
panel painters sought to differentiate themselves from contemporary practitioners in other artistic
media including the luxury arts and sculpture, and promoted themselves to an audience whose
interests in some respects diverged from those of the courtly aristocracy. In doing so, as it happens,
painters promoted a set of concepts that would later come to be identified with the so-called
Renaissance, ushering in the modern era: in particular, valuing artistic innovation and representational
persuasiveness well above other factors such as costly materials or ‘mere’ technical facility, concepts
that subsequently dominated the canon of western art for some centuries (and to some degree still
today, at least in the fetishisation of the celebrity artist generating the artwork’s value).
The case of early Netherlandish painting thus also provokes further reflection on the nature of
periodization: what qualities beyond simple chronology might be used to interpret a work as
‘medieval’ or ‘post-medieval’, and to what degree those qualities carried any meaning at the time or

3

See Marina Belozerskaya, Rethinking the Renaissance: Burgundian Arts Across Europe (Cambridge, 2002),
esp. 76-145; Jean C. Wilson, Painting in Bruges at the Close of the Middle Ages: Studies in Society and Visual
Culture (University Park, PA, 1998), 13-84; Hugo van der Velden, The Donor’s Image: Gerard Loyet and the
Votive Portraits of Charles the Bold (Turnhout, 2000), 67-73, 278-85; Marina Belozerskaya, ‘Early
Netherlandish diptychs as surrogate luxuries’, in Essays in Context: Unfolding the Netherlandish Diptych, ed.
John Oliver Hand and Ron Spronk (Cambridge and New Haven, 2006), 60-71; Colin Eisler, ‘Flying pictorial
carpets: tapestries’ transalpine agendas’, in Cultural Exchange Between the Low Countries and Italy (14001600), ed. Ingrid Alexander-Skipnes (Turnhout, 2007), 87-111.
3
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have merely been projected backwards at a later date. Recently a series of studies have questioned
traditional understanding of medieval and Renaissance images by positing them as chronologically
unstable, pointing both backwards and forwards rather than simply exemplifying the particular
moment of their making.4 Here I explore analogous, though not identical, issues, specifically
concerning historiographical perception. I argue that the technical innovations initiated by the
generations of Jan van Eyck and Rogier van der Weyden deliberately proposed alternative artistic
ideals to the most expensive arts, which—as things turned out—set the stage for the leading cultural
role that painting would assume in later centuries. Of course the painters could not have anticipated
the future course of western art history, but they did in their own time promote the intrinsic value of
representation in a new way. After all, a patron like Philip the Good’s ennobled chancellor, Nicholas
Rolin, who commissioned a small panel by Jan van Eyck and later a large altarpiece by Rogier van
der Weyden for the hospital he founded at Beaune (Figs. 14-15), could easily afford the most
luxurious of artworks.5 What Rolin and others like him most valued about painting was what it could
accomplish artistically, and what particularly differentiated the new painting from other media was its
paradoxical generation of seemingly infinite hyperrealities from a flat surface.
No doubt some audiences did think of panel painting as merely another, more affordable,
form of contemporary artistic production, but if luxury objects acquired their value by combining
skilled workmanship with visible material expense, the new oil painting presented itself as valuable
precisely despite its comparative material economy. Wood, chalk ground, linseed or walnut oil, and
most pigments were relatively cheap compared to the jewels, silk, enamel, gold, silver and stone that
went into objects like tapestries, gilded sculpture, and high-end metalwork. Oil painters did not hide
that fact; to the contrary, an artist like Jan van Eyck flaunted how persuasively he could represent
precious materials with mere oil paint, and his works acquired their value almost exclusively through

4

Christopher S. Wood, Forgery, Replica, Fiction: Temporalities of German Renaissance Art (Chicago and
London, 2008); Alexander Nagel and Christopher S. Wood, Anachronic Renaissance (New York, 2010);
Alexander Nagel, Medieval Modern: Art Out of Time (London, 2012). An analogous argument for flexible time
structures in an early Netherlandish painting is made in Alfred Acres, ‘The Columba Altarpiece and the time of
the world,’ The Art Bulletin 80, no. 3 (1998): 422-51.
5 Philippe Lorentz, ‘Les Rolin et les “Primitifs flamands”‘, in La splendeur des Rolin: un mécénat privé à la
cour de Bourgogne: table ronde, 27-28 février 1995, ed. Brigitte Maurice-Chabard (Paris, 1999), 145-62.
4
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his singular personal skill. Clearly this was what even duke Philip the Good admired and valued in his
court painter.6
This is certainly not an entirely new argument,7 but I present here a fundamental yet
understudied strand of evidence in its support: the distinctive ways that early Netherlandish painters
used—or did not use—gold within their panels. In the fourteenth century across Europe, painted
scenes on panels and in manuscripts typically set figures or narratives against a gold or patterned
background (Figs. 4-8, 30), and extensive gold leaf appeared in religious panel paintings throughout
the fifteenth century in most European regions including Germany, Spain, France and Italy. In the
Low Countries, however, gold backgrounds largely disappeared from panel painting within a
strikingly short timeframe around the 1420s-30s, and thereafter gold leaf and shell gold were used
either not at all, or very selectively, in ways that primarily served to enhance the painting’s
representational content rather than to draw attention to itself as a material.
Towards the beginning of book 2 of his 1435 Della pittura, Leon Battista Alberti stated that
‘gold worked by the art of painting outweighs an equal amount of unworked gold.’ This praise for
artful manipulation probably refers to the panel gilding techniques I discuss below, although the
sentiment applies equally well to the decorative arts. Towards the end of the book, however, Alberti
further claimed that paintings deserve much more praise when they imitate gold with paint rather than
utilise gold itself, which is best relegated to the carved frame.
I should not wish gold to be used, for there is more admiration and praise for the painter who
imitates the rays of gold with colors. Again we see in a plane panel with a gold ground that
some planes shine where they ought to be dark and are dark where they ought to be light. I

6

See note 68 below, though as rightly noted in Jeffrey Chipps Smith, ‘The practical logistics of art: thoughts on
the commissioning, displaying, and storing of art at the Burgundian court’, in In Detail: New Studies of
Northern Renaissance Art in Honor of Walter S. Gibson, ed. Laurinda S. Dixon (Turnhout, 1998), 27-48 (at 2829), we should be cautious of overestimating Philip’s interest in artists, as opposed to art products.
7 For another line of argument on the importance of painting, see for instance the recent essay by Catherine
Reynolds, ‘Self-portrait and signature in the Brussels “Justice Scenes”: Rogier van der Weyden’s fame and the
status of painting’, in Rogier van der Weyden in Context. Papers presented at the Seventeenth Symposium for
the Study of Underdrawing and Technology in Painting, held in Leuven, 22-24 October 2009, ed. Lorne
Campbell, et al. (Leuven, 2012), 79-91.
5
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say, I would not censure the other curved ornaments joined to the painting such as columns,
carved bases, capitals and frontispieces even if they were of the most pure and massy gold.
Even more, a well perfected istoria deserves ornaments of the most precious gems.8
The fifteenth-century Low Countries lacked any comparable written proclamations on painting as a
conceptual practice, which has contributed to its perception as less advanced (in certain respects) than
Italian art. However, as Otto Pächt observed, Netherlandish painters actually followed Alberti’s
injunction to imitate gold with paint more than Italians did,9 and although none of them left any
written explanation of their motivations, the visual evidence suggests that they did so with the same
reasoning as Alberti: painting’s worth arises from its artistry, and simulated gold is more visually
persuasive than the real thing because it does not contradict the lighting within the rest of the picture.
In this essay I consider examples which collectively suggest that early Netherlandish painters and
their audiences, like many of their Italian counterparts, began thinking in new ways about the value of
artistic representation, heralding the future course of much of western painting. And at least in that
sense, early Netherlandish painting might be helpfully perceived as pointing towards a new era, even
as in other respects it remained firmly rooted in medieval tradition.10
My analyses focus primarily on panels painted in the 1420s-50s by Rogier van der Weyden
and the mostly unknown artists in the so-called Flémalle group. Up until ten or fifteen years ago, most
scholars had reached a consensus that the artist once known as the Master of Flémalle, named after
three panels in Frankfurt from a dismembered altarpiece (Figs. 36-38), was identical to the
documented Tournai painter Robert Campin, in whose workshop both Rogier van der Weyden and
8

Leon Battista Alberti, On Painting, trans. John R. Spenser (New Haven, 1967), 64, 85; the Latin version has
recently been translated in Rocco Sinisgalli, ed., Leon Battista Alberti: On Painting: a New Translation and
Critical Edition (Cambridge, 2011), 45, 72-73. See also Michael Baxandall, Painting and Experience in
Fifteenth Century Italy, 2nd ed. (Oxford & New York, 1988), 14-23, and E.H. Gombrich, ‘Visual metaphors of
value in art’, in Meditations on a Hobby Horse and Other Essays on the Theory of Art (London, 1963), 12-29, at
16-18. With regard to frames, Alberti was clearly thinking of multi-panel Italian altarpieces with elaborate
carved framework, which did not appear in the same form in northern art in this period.
9 Otto Pächt, Van Eyck and the Founders of Early Netherlandish Painting, trans. David Britt (London, 1994),
15-16.
10 For the problems with ‘Renaissance’ as a term for the Burgundian arts see Hanno Wijsman, ‘Northern
Renaissance? Burgundy and Netherlandish art in fifteenth-century Europe’, in Renaissance? Perceptions of
Continuity and Discontinuity in Europe, c.1300-c.1550, ed. Alexander Lee, Pit Péporté, and Harry Schnitker
(Leiden, 2010), 269-88.
6
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Jacques Daret were formally registered 1427-32. Recently the consensus has disintegrated, and
scholarly opinion now diverges substantially concerning the division between Rogier’s works and
those in the Flémalle group, the attribution of individual panels, workshop organization and
collaboration, and the role of Robert Campin within the corpus.11 I do not attempt to resolve these
extremely complex questions and merely assign paintings to Rogier or to the ‘Flémalle group’ in
accordance with the most common opinions. Perhaps in the future, gilding technique will be another
factor in attribution debates, since these paintings are striking for their creative exploration of gold’s
visual properties, sometimes varying even within the same work. In general, however, these panels
display two overarching tendencies: incorporating the visual effects of any actual gold leaf into the
representation, and substantially reducing or even eliminating gold leaf altogether.
Though it can be difficult to appreciate today, there is a marked visual distinction between
using real gold leaf and imitating the effects of gold with paint alone. Usually early Netherlandish
paintings are seen in photographic reproductions, and when encountered in person, it is almost always
in the static lighting conditions of museums. Unlike people in the fifteenth century, we do not
typically handle small panels, watch domestic diptychs or church altarpieces being opened and closed,
see the effects of moving sunlight on paintings in town halls and chapels, or contemplate images
illuminated by flickering candlelight.12 In addition, much of the gold leaf on panels has by now been
abraded or partially flaked off, leaving underlying mordant visible. As a result, it is usually not that
easy to distinguish where painters have used real gold, especially in photographs. When the panels
were new, however, and when they were encountered in contingent physical contexts, any real gold
would have been much more apparent. Oil paint can only represent a metallic surface with static
highlights, but as Alberti’s Della pittura suggests, real gold (like other shiny materials) responds to
light in a volatile way: it shines brilliantly and then swiftly reverts back to dimness as the light passes.

11

Stephan Kemperdick and Jochen Sander, eds, The Master of Flémalle and Rogier van der Weyden (Frankfurt,
2008); see also Stephen Hanley, ‘Review of exhibition: Der Meister von Flémalle und Rogier van der Weyden –
Catalogue by Stephan Kemperdick and Jochen Sander,’ Renaissance Studies 24, no. 4 (2010): 575-83.
12 Jeanne Nuechterlein, ‘Location and the experience of early Netherlandish art,’ Journal of Art Historiography
7 (2012): 1-23.
7
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Under variable light, any gold within a painted panel will respond differently from the rest of the
image and become readily apparent.
Early Netherlandish painters clearly found this visual distinction problematic. The ars nova
flaunted its capacity to capture visual effects with paint alone, and to immerse viewers in new worlds
of experience via representation. Broad patches of gold leaf have the opposite impact: they draw
attention back to the painting’s surface, towards the particularities of its material construction. Thus,
after a period of experimentation with different techniques, most early Netherlandish panel painters
stopped using gold altogether, and where it was retained, it was usually reserved for very small
details, employed for specific iconographic functions, and/or incorporated into pictorial effects.
Courtly luxury objects, in contrast, invited viewers to perceive and to admire the rich materials used
in their making, so when painters introduced the new style of representation along with the changes in
gilding practice, they directly rejected this long-standing system of artistic value. Their innovations
also pointedly differentiated their work from contemporary sculpture, whose projection into three
dimensions likewise demanded awareness of the work’s material surface. In addition, a number of
early painted panels explored gilding techniques as a means of rendering hanging brocaded textiles,
whose flat surface exactly parallel to the picture plane provided a unique opportunity for near-mimetic
representation; but most painters soon abandoned these experiments in favour of wholly-painted
textiles falling in complex three-dimensional folds, which more suitably demonstrated painting’s
unique advantages over other art forms.
This essay proceeds with three sections setting the stage: first a brief historiographical
assessment of early Netherlandish painting; next a longer examination of how gold was used within
the luxury objects of the early Burgundian court, which was closely imitated by the employment of
gilding in the earliest extant Netherlandish painted panels; followed by a concise overview of the four
gilding techniques used in these works, serving as a transition to the examination of the early
Netherlandish panels. Two major sections then analyse the specific innovations in gilding practices
introduced by the ars nova painters, explored first in relation to the emergence of holistic spatial

8
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settings, second in relation to painting’s particular paragone with sculpture and textiles. Finally the
brief conclusion reflects on changes in artistic patronage and conceptions of periodization.

The place of early Netherlandish painting in the history of art
Among earlier generations of art historians, the primacy of painting tended to be a matter of
disciplinary default. While that may no longer be the case, there have so far been few methodical
analyses comparing the different artistic media within early Netherlandish art. Most of the leading
twentieth-century studies, and most so far of the twenty-first century too, have focused either on
painting alone, with other media only brought in for iconographic or compositional comparisons,13 or
on other art forms without simultaneously examining painting in detail;14 and texts on a wider range
of artistic media tend to address the various art forms in turn, as component parts of an overarching
Burgundian artistic culture, rather than systematically comparing the different media in their
aesthetics and audiences.15 Comparisons between painting and other media have mainly focused on
the impact of illuminated manuscripts on the origins of panel painting; on actual sculpture in relation
to painted depictions of sculpture; and on the impact of painted designs, especially those of Rogier
van der Weyden, on other media like sculpture and tapestry.16 It has also been generally observed that

13

See the comprehensive bibliographies in Bernhard Ridderbos, Anne Van Buren, and Henk Van Veen, eds,
Early Netherlandish Paintings: Rediscovery, Reception and Research (Amsterdam, 2005) and Dominique
Deneffe et al., Early Netherlandish Painting: A Bibliography (1999-2009) (Brussels, 2011), and more recent
work cited elsewhere in this essay.
14 In addition to other studies cited here, work of the past two decades includes John W. Steyaert, ed., Late
Gothic Sculpture: the Burgundian Netherlands (Ghent & New York, 1994); Jacques Toussaint, ed., Art en
Namurois: la sculpture 1400-1550 (Namur, 2001); Anna Rapp Buri and Monica Stucky-Schürer, Burgundische
Tapisserien (Munich, 2001); Thomas P. Campbell, Tapestry in the Renaissance: Art and Magnificence (New
York, 2002).
15 For example Flanders in the Fifteenth Century: Art and Civilization (Detroit, 1960); Birgit Franke and
Barbara Welzel, Die Kunst der burgundischen Niederlande: Eine Einführung (Berlin, 1997); Christian Heck,
ed., Le siècle des Primitifs: l’art flamand et hollandais de la fin du Moyen Age et du début de la Renaissance
(Paris, 2003); Marc Gil and Ludovic Nys, Saint-Omer gothique. Les arts figuratifs à Saint-Omer à la fin du
Moyen Âge 1250-1550, peinture—vitrail—sculpture—arts du livre (Valenciennes, 2004). Systematic
comparison of different media is also not a main focus in broader surveys of northern Renaissance art, including
James Snyder, Larry Silver, and Henry Luttikhuizen, Northern Renaissance Art: Painting, Sculpture, the
Graphic Arts from 1350 to 1575, 2nd ed. (Upper Saddle River, NJ, 2004); Craig Harbison, The Art of the
Northern Renaissance (London, 1995); Jeffrey Chipps Smith, The Northern Renaissance (London, 2004); Susie
Nash, Northern Renaissance Art (Oxford and New York, 2008).
16 On painting and manuscripts: Erwin Panofsky, Early Netherlandish Painting, Its Origins and Character
(Cambridge, MA, 1953), 98-129; Anne H. Van Buren, ‘Thoughts, old and new, on the sources of early
9
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panel paintings were most often commissioned by burghers, clerics, court officials and foreign
merchants in contrast to aristocratic patronage of more expensive art forms, though with a few notable
exceptions, the potential implications of this fact have not for the most part been closely analysed,
beyond an occasional assumption that panel patronage essentially emulated aristocratic patronage at a
lower price level.17 Thus the charge that panel painting does not fully deserve its long-dominant role
in the historiography needs further evaluation.
Early Netherlandish panels were not much valued between the mid-sixteenth century and the
end of the eighteenth century, a period when princely collectors and educated viewers most admired
paintings from the sixteenth-century Italian Renaissance onwards.18 The fortunes of early
Netherlandish painting began to change around the turn of the nineteenth century in conjunction with
the Napoleonic wars and the rise of medievalism, stirred by resurgence of national sentiments and the

Netherlandish painting,’ Simiolus 16, no. 2/3 (1986): 93-112; Maurits Smeyers and Bert Cardon, ‘Campin and
illumination’, in Robert Campin: New Directions in Scholarship, ed. Susan Foister and Susie Nash (Turnhout,
1996), 159-69; Dominique Vanwijnsberghe, ‘Robert Campin and Tournaisian manuscript painting’, in Campin
in Context. Peinture et société dans la vallée de l’Escaut à l’époque de Robert Campin, 1375-1445, ed. Ludovic
Nys and Dominique Vanwijnsberghe (Valenciennes, 2007), 124-37. On painted and real sculpture: Marion
Grams-Thieme, Lebendige Steine: Studien zur Niederlandischen Grisaillemalerei des 15. und Fruhen 16.
Jahrhunderts (Cologne, 1988); Rudolf Preimesberger, ‘Zu Jan van Eycks Diptychon der Sammlung ThyssenBornemisza,’ Zeitschrift für Kunstgeschichte 54, no. 4 (1991): 459-89; John Steyaert, ‘Sculpture and the van
Eycks: some Mosan parallels’, in Investigating Jan van Eyck, ed. Susan Foister, Sue Jones, and Delphine Cool
(Turnhout, 2000), 119-30. On the impact of painting on other media: Lorne Campbell, ‘Rogier van der Weyden
and manuscript illumination’, in Flemish Manuscript Painting in Context: Recent Research, ed. Elizabeth
Morrison and Thomas Kren (Los Angeles, 2006), 87-102; Bart Fransen, ‘A passion for carving: the sculptor in
Rogier van der Weyden’, in Rogier van der Weyden 1400-1464: Master of Passions, ed. Lorne Campbell and
Jan van der Stock (Zwolle and Leuven, 2009), 222-37; in the same volume, Lorne Campbell, ‘Rogier van der
Weyden and tapestry’, 238-50; and a number of the essays in Lorne Campbell et al., eds, Rogier van der
Weyden in Context. Papers presented at the Seventeenth Symposium for the Study of Underdrawing and
Technology in Painting, held in Leuven, 22-24 October 2009 (Leuven, 2012).
17 Wilson, Painting in Bruges, 41 (with further references); Belozerskaya, Rethinking the Renaissance, 238-50;
Susan Marti, Till-Holger Borchert, and Gabriele Keck, eds, Charles the Bold, 1433-1477: Splendour of
Burgundy (Brussels, 2009), 238-61; Flanders in the Fifteenth Century, 39-42. For more nuanced assessments of
different forms of artistic patronage, however, see Hanno Wijsman, ‘Patterns in patronage: distinction and
imitation in the patronage of painted art by Burgundian courtiers in the fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries’,
in The Court as a Stage: England and the Low Countries in the Later Middle Ages, ed. Steven Gunn and
Antheun Janse (Woodbridge, 2006), 53-69; Craig Harbison, Jan van Eyck: The Play of Realism, 2nd, revised ed.
(London, 2012), especially 91-128; James J. Bloom, ‘Why painting?’, in Mapping Markets for Paintings in
Europe 1450-1750, ed. Neil De Marchi and Hans J. van Miegroet (Turnhout, 2006), 17-31.
18 See for instance the painting collection still preserved at the Sanssouci Painting Gallery in Potsdam, built
1755-64 by Frederick II of Prussia. Christoph Martin Vogtherr, Die Bildergalerie von Sanssouci (Berlin, 1999);
Tobias Locker, ‘Die Bildergalerie von Sanssouci bei Potsdam’, in Tempel der Kunst: die Geburt des öffentlichen
Museums in Deutschland, 1701-1815, ed. Bénédicte Savoy (Mainz-am-Rhein, 2006), 217-38.
10
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new availability of artworks transferred from secularized churches into private or state collections.19
Early paintings were then typically seen, at least by the select audiences who were actually interested
in them, as exemplars of national heritage, though attributions were often erroneous and the divisions
between schools hazy. Jan van Eyck in particular—appropriated by German, French, Dutch, and
Belgian scholars alike—was seen as the instigator of the long western tradition of oil painting,
although, for the most part, early Netherlandish works were still perceived as fundamentally
medieval, the products of a deeply religious age.20 It was only in the twentieth century that early panel
painting was fully integrated into the mainstream of art-historical scholarship, most importantly in the
work of Max J. Friedländer and later Erwin Panofsky.21
Even to this day, early Netherlandish art occupies an unstable position between ‘medieval’
and ‘Renaissance’. Within the Oxford History of Art series, for instance, early Netherlandish painting
is one of the prime subjects of Northern Renaissance Art but also appears throughout Medieval Art.22
In iconography and function, panel painting mostly perpetuated old traditions, so it is not surprising
that Johann Huizinga’s Autumn of the Middle Ages should have connected painting to other aspects of
contemporary culture like literature and courtly spectacle that he perceived as the last breath of
medieval thought.23 Huizinga’s decline thesis may not be accepted today, but it is certainly true that
early Netherlandish paintings are almost entirely traditional in subject matter, repeating standard
themes that were already common in the previous century. The vast majority of extant panels are
19

Till-Holger Borchert, ‘Collecting early Netherlandish paintings in Europe and the United States’, in Early
Netherlandish Paintings: Rediscovery, Reception and Research, ed. Bernhard Ridderbos, Anne Van Buren, and
Henk Van Veen (Amsterdam, 2005), 173-216; in the same volume Bernhard Ridderbos, ‘From Waagen to
Friedländer’, 218-51; Christopher S. Wood, ‘Van Eyck out of focus’, in In His Milieu: Essays on Netherlandish
Art in Memory of John Michael Montias, ed. Amy Golahny, Mia Mochizuki, and Lisa Vergara (Amsterdam,
2006), 467-82.
20 Wessel Krul, ‘Realism, Renaissance and nationalism’, in Ridderbos, Van Buren, and Van Veen, Early
Netherlandish Paintings, 252-89; Jenny Graham, Inventing van Eyck: the Remaking of an Artist for the Modern
Age (Oxford, 2007); Johann Wolfgang Goethe, Schriften zur Kunst, ed. Christian Beutler, 2nd ed. (Zurich &
Stuttgart, 1965), 656-67, 676-708, 1160-61.
21 Max J. Friedländer, Die altniederländische Malerei (Berlin, 1924-33), published in English as Early
Netherlandish Painting (New York, 1967-76); Erwin Panofsky, ‘Jan van Eyck’s Arnolfini Portrait,’ Burlington
Magazine 64, no. 372 (1934): 117-27; Panofsky, Early Netherlandish Painting.
22 Nash, Northern Renaissance Art; Veronica Sekules, Medieval Art (Oxford and New York, 2001).
23 Johann Huizinga, Herfsttij der Middeleeuwen: studie over levens- en gedachtenvormen der veertiende en
vijftiende eeuw in Frankrijk en de Nederlanden (Haarlem, 1919), translated in revised form in 1924 as The
Waning of the Middle Ages; the original version has been translated as The Autumn of the Middle Ages, trans.
Rodney J. Payton and Ulrich Mammitzsch (Chicago, 1996).
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religious images depicting Christ, the Virgin, or popular saints, in single figures and narrative scenes,
most often from the life of the Virgin and Christ’s infancy and Passion. Other religious subjects are
comparatively rare, as are secular subjects, other than the occasional justice scene for city halls and,
far more frequently, portraiture, which vastly expanded in the fifteenth century but was not new as a
genre.24 Other secular themes, such as decorative imagery or historical or literary narratives, seem to
have been explored more often in tapestries, prints, wall paintings, manuscripts, and painted canvases
rather than panels.25 Most early Netherlandish panels also served long-familiar functions, even though
they vastly extended their cultural reach and appropriated formats previously more common in other
media, particularly in the rapid expansion of painted altarpieces and devotional panels as alternatives
or complements to sculpted versions.26 In that respect, it seems entirely understandable that Huizinga
saw panel painting as one of the manifestations of late medieval sensibility, and that, three decades
later, Panofsky’s magisterial Early Netherlandish Painting: Its Origins and Character argued that
these images were still thoroughly imbued with medieval symbolic thinking underneath their realistic
appearance.27
Only around the turn of the sixteenth century did northern European painting develop a range
of truly new subjects and formats alongside the older ones: landscapes, genre scenes, mythological
subjects—works intended primarily for secular collecting rather than for devotional or memorial
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Lorne Campbell, National Gallery Catalogues: The Fifteenth-Century Netherlandish Schools (London,
1998), 22-23; on justice scenes, Hugo van der Velden, ‘Cambyses for example: the origins and function of an
exemplum iustitiae in Netherlandish Art of the fifteenth, sixteenth and seventeenth centuries,’ Simiolus 23, no. 1
(1995): 5-39; on portraiture, Lorne Campbell, Renaissance Portraits: European Portrait-Painting in the 14th,
15th and 16th Centuries (New Haven, 1990). Old Testament scenes rarely occur in panel painting, though there
are a few exceptions including the wings of Dieric Bouts’ typological Holy Sacrament Altarpiece and Hans
Memling’s David and Bathsheba.
25 Guy Delmarcel, Flemish Tapestry (London, 1999), 31-42; David Landau and Peter Parshall, The Renaissance
Print, 1470-1550 (New Haven, 1994), 89; Van Buren, ‘Thoughts, old and new’, 100-104; Wim Blockmans,
‘Manuscript acquisition by the Burgundian court and the market for books in the fifteenth-century Netherlands’,
in Art Markets in Europe 1400-1800, ed. Michael North and David Ormrod (Aldershot, 1998), 7-18; Lorne
Campbell, ‘The art market in the Southern Netherlands in the fifteenth century,’ Burlington Magazine 118
(1976): 188-98, especially 189-90; Diane Wolfthal, The Beginnings of Netherlandish Canvas Painting, 14001530 (Cambridge, etc., 1989), 20-34.
26 See for instance Henk Van Os, The Art of Devotion in the Late Middle Ages in Europe 1300-1500, trans.
Michael Hoyle (Amsterdam, 1994).
27 Panofsky, Early Netherlandish Painting, 131-48.
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function.28 These innovations, together with new interest in classical and Italianate visual forms, make
the sixteenth century in northern Europe much more easily labelled as a ‘Renaissance’ compared to
the previous century. Nevertheless, the profound significance of the new Eyckian mode of
representation in early Netherlandish paintings should not be discounted: what was painted may not
have changed much, but how it was painted certainly did, as did the audiences which it addressed.
Most importantly, the revolution in painterly technique implies a critical shift in attitude towards
representation and towards art itself.
It used to be thought that Jan van Eyck invented oil paint and that he achieved his unequalled
representational effects through multiple layers of translucent glazes. Recent technical studies suggest
that in chemical composition and paint layering, Eyckian panels did not in fact differ that much from
their immediate forerunners,29 although there were more measurable developments in the preparation
of the panel.30 Much more fundamental, however, were the new representational effects achieved by
particular blends of oil and pigments applied in specific ways to the panel surface. The Eyckian (or
so-called ars nova) mode of painting is characterized by its pervading attention to light, shadow,
texture, and spatial setting. Naturalistic detail was no longer merely applied here and there to a figure
or an object, as was already common in much fourteenth-century painting: rather, an allencompassing impression of naturalism permeated the entire image.31
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See for example Larry Silver, Peasant Scenes and Landscapes: the Rise of Pictorial Genres in the Antwerp
Art Market (Philadelphia, 2006) and Maryan W. Ainsworth, ed., Man, Myth, and Sensual Pleasures: Jan
Gossart’s Renaissance: the Complete Works (New York, 2010). See also Bloom, ‘Why painting?’, 30-31.
29 Ashok Roy and Raymond White, ‘Van Eyck’s technique: the myth and the reality, I and II’, in Foister, Jones,
and Cool, Investigating Jan van Eyck, 97-105; see also Paul Binski and Ann Massing, eds, The Westminster
Retable: History, Technique, Conservation (Cambridge, 2009), 252-59.
30 Hélène Verougstraete and Roger van Schoute, ‘Frames and supports in Campin’s time’, in Foister and Nash,
Robert Campin, 87-93.
31 E. Melanie Gifford et al., ‘Issues surrounding the painting medium: a case study of a pre-Eyckian altarpiece’,
in Recent Developments in the Technical Examination of Early Netherlandish Painting: Methodology,
Limitations & Perspectives, ed. Molly Faries and Ron Spronk (Cambridge, Turnhout, 2003), 107-16; Stephen
Hanley, ‘The Optical Concerns of Jan van Eyck’s Painting Practice’ (PhD, University of York, 2007), 160-278;
Jochen Sander, ‘Ars nova and European painting in the fifteenth century’, in The Master of Flémalle and Rogier
van der Weyden, ed. Stephan Kemperdick and Jochen Sander (Frankfurt, 2008), 31-37. The term ‘ars nova’ was
applied by contemporaries to Burgundian music and was first used to describe panel painting in Panofsky, Early
Netherlandish Painting, 149-50. See also Anne-Sophie Lehmann and Marjolijn Bol, 'Painting skin and water:
towards a material iconography of translucent motifs in early Netherlandish painting', in Campbell, Rogier van
der Weyden in Context, 214-25, part of a larger research project, ‘The Impact of Oil’, examining the techniques
of early Netherlandish painting 1350-1550.
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The sudden disappearance of the gold backdrop in early Netherlandish panels, and its
replacement by naturalistic interior or exterior settings—a trend that, in Italian art, has been correlated
to the development of single-point perspective, which northern artists largely ignored during the
fifteenth century, at least as a conceptual system32—must have been closely connected with the new
desire for holistic naturalism. This particular change took place far more swiftly and decisively in the
Low Countries than in other parts of Europe: in Spain, Germany, France, and even parts of Italy—all
regions that, to varying degrees, imported ideas from Netherlandish painting33—gold backdrops or
other overt gold-leaf elements such as flat halo discs continued to appear in altarpieces and other
religious painted panels even into the early sixteenth century,34 which indicates that the Netherlandish
transformation of gilding practices from the 1420s onwards was a highly conscious decision. Jan van
Eyck used gold leaf within only two of his extant paintings, in the Ghent Altarpiece dated 1432 (Figs.
27-28a, though at least some of the gilding could be the work of his brother Hubert) and, much more
subtly, in the Annunciation in Washington (Fig. 23), as well as on the frames of the Ghent Altarpiece
wings and the 1433 Portrait of a Man in a Red Turban in London. Surely it is no accident that Van
Eyck chose to gild the frames only of these, his earliest known works, one a massive tour de force
begun by his older brother and the other almost certainly an image of himself,35 whereas his other
extant panel frames instead use paint to imitate marble or stone, or are painted brown with trompe-
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Karsten Harries, Infinity and Perspective (Cambridge, Mass., 2001), 83-90. Limited, often inconsistent
single-point perspective appears in a few Netherlandish panels including paintings by Petrus Christus and Dieric
Bouts’ Holy Sacrament Altarpiece, but they lack the Italian sense of a systematic conception of pictorial space;
see Shirley Neilson Blum, Early Netherlandish Triptychs: A Study in Patronage (Berkeley, 1969), 5-6, 59-70,
Maryan W. Ainsworth, ed., Petrus Christus: Renaissance Master of Bruges (New York, 1994), 43-48, and
Erwin Panofsky, Perspective as Symbolic Form (New York, 1991), 59-62. Panofsky curiously not did directly
address the impact of backgrounds on the conception of space within Renaissance painting, as his focus lay on
the construction of orthogonals, regardless of whether the background is flat or extended.
33 Charles D. Cuttler, ‘Le rayonnement des primitifs flamands’, in Les Primitifs flamands et leur temps, ed.
Brigitte de Patoul and Roger van Schoute (Wesmael, 1994), 584-619; Till-Holger Borchert, ed., The Age of Van
Eyck: The Mediterranean World and Early Netherlandish Painting 1430-1530 (Ghent-Amsterdam, 2002), 64183; Van Eyck to Dürer: the Influence of Early Netherlandish Painting on European Art, 1430-1530 (London,
2010); Fernando Benito Doménech and José Gómez Frechina, eds, La Clave Flamenca en los Primitivos
Valencianos (Valencia, 2001); Paula Nuttal, From Flanders to Florence: The Impact of Netherlandish Painting,
1400-1500 (New York & London, 2004).
34 For example see the paintings catalogued in Jill Dunkerton et al., Giotto to Durer: Early Renaissance
Painting in the National Gallery (New Haven, 1991). See also Judith Berg-Sobré, Behind the Altar Table: The
Development of the Painted Retable in Spain, 1350-1500 (Columbia, MO, 1989).
35 On the panel see Campbell, National Gallery Catalogues, 212-17. To me its identity as a self-portrait is
confirmed by the fact that its inscriptions only name Van Eyck and give his motto without also naming a
separate sitter, as occurs in his portraits of Jan de Leeuw and Margaret van Eyck.
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l’oeil inscriptions.36 Van Eyck thus almost entirely rejected gold leaf, and where it does appear within
his (or other early Netherlandish) panels, it is pictorialized, incorporated into the visual techniques of
representation rather than emphasized as a material in its own right. This was a dramatic change from
the use of gold and other precious materials in courtly luxury objects, including the earliest surviving
Netherlandish painted panels; thus it is crucial to first analyse these pre-Eyckian uses of gold to fully
appreciate the intentions of their successors.

The use of gold in luxury objects and pre-Eyckian Netherlandish painting
Prior to the ars nova, early Netherlandish and northern French panel paintings (at least those
few which survive) usually include significant quantities of ostentatiously worked gold leaf,
contributing to the ethos of luxurious material objects that had long characterized French courts.37 The
first Valois Burgundian duke, Philip the Bold, was the youngest brother of the French king Charles V
and the dukes of Anjou and Berry, and his patronage promulgated French aesthetics while taking
advantage of artistic talent from the Netherlands, parts of which he acquired in the late fourteenth
century through his marriage to Margaret of Flanders.38 Philip’s descendants, the successive dukes
John the Fearless, Philip the Good, and Charles the Bold, continued in the same vein over the next
century. As measured by financial records, inventories, and ambassadorial reports, the court favoured
and used to its advantage artworks that showcased their material value. By the time of Philip the Good
and Charles the Bold, Burgundy was widely recognized as the most prosperous of all European
courts, with its patronage of the arts taken as an envied model.39
The luxury objects patronized by the aristocracy throughout the fifteenth century were
composed of ostentatiously rich materials, for instance metalwork and jewellery in the challenging
36

Hélène Verougstraete and Roger van Schoute, ‘Frames and supports of some Eyckian paintings’, in Foister,
Jones, and Cool, Investigating Jan van Eyck, 107-15, at 110-11.
37 Barbara Baert, ‘Between technique and symbolism: notes on the meaning of the use of gold in pre-Eyckian
panel painting’, in Pre-Eyckian Panel Painting in the Low Countries, ed. Cyriel Stroo (Brussels, 2009), vol. 2,
7-22.
38 Stephen N. Fliegel and Sophie Jugie, eds, Art from the Court of Burgundy: The Patronage of Philip the Bold
and John the Fearless 1364-1419 (Cleveland, 2004).
39 Smith, ‘The practical logistics of art’, 32-43; Belozerskaya, Rethinking the Renaissance, esp. ch. 2-4.
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ronde-bosse enamel technique first invented shortly before the turn of the century, including the
Goldenes Rössl given by Isabeau of Bavaria to her husband Charles VI (Philip the Bold’s nephew) in
1405 (Fig. 1).40 These objects are constructed of silver gilt or solid gold with figural work in enamel,
and profusely decorated with pearls and jewels. The Goldenes Rössl depicts Charles VI kneeling on
an elevated platform before the Virgin and Child with figures of Saints Catherine, John the Baptist,
and John the Evangelist as children; one servant holds the king's helmet while another attends to his
horse.41 Two angels suspend a crown above the Virgin, juxtaposed against an arched trellis decorated
with a profusion of golden leaves, white enamel flowers, pearls, and jewels. Gold constitutes the
architectural structure, as well as various elements of the figural subjects (such as the angels’ wings
and John the Evangelist’s chalice), while animal, human, and divine flesh as well as white drapery
have been transformed into gleaming white enamel, a symbol of purity as well as a remarkable and
difficult-to-work substance. The sumptuousness of the object as a whole serves religious and secular
purposes simultaneously, expressing the high status both of the Virgin herself and of her royal
devotee.
Tapestry and embroidery, made of high-quality wool and/or silk and frequently incorporating
metallic thread, offered a similar visual and material splendour, as did the gold textiles worn by the
dukes of Burgundy.42 In the case of the liturgical vestments donated by Philip the Good to his newlyfounded Order of the Golden Fleece (Fig. 2), rows of tiny pearls adorn the profuse gold and silk
threads, and far more than they do today, such fabrics would have shimmered in the light when new;
their vividness in their own time might be best imagined through a modern example, the glittering
evening suit designed by Coco Chanel around 1965.43 Gold thread is used in multiple ways in these
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Other extant examples of ronde-bosse work include the the Holy Thorn Reliquary made for Jean duke of
Berry, possibly intended for a member of his brother Philip the Bold’s family, the Estergom Crucifixion given
by Margaret of Flanders to Philip the Bold in 1403, and the collection of broaches in the Essen cathedral
treasury. Eva Kovacs, L’age d’or de l’orfèvrerie parisienne au temps des princes de Valois (Dijon, 2004);
Elisabeth Taburet-Delayahe, ed., Paris 1400: les arts sous Charles VI (Paris, 2004), 165-80; John Cherry, The
Holy Thorn Reliquary (London, 2010); Birgitta Falk, Der Essener Domschatz (Essen, 2009), 122.
41 For detailed description and analysis see Reinhold Baumstark, ed., Das goldene Rössl: Ein Meisterwerk der
Pariser Hofkunst um 1400 (Munich, 1995).
42 Smith, ‘The practical logistics of art’, 32; Margaret Scott, ‘The role of dress in the image of Charles the Bold,
Duke of Burgundy’, in Morrison and Kren, Flemish Manuscript Painting in Context, 43-56.
43 Indianapolis Museum of Art, 1983.49A-D.
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vestments: to represent saints’ halos, to represent the brocade or other metallic detail in textiles, to
represent highlights, and to enliven the architectural settings and the decorative elements between the
scenes. Thus gold here portrays light, it stands in for itself (as gold in represented textiles), and it also
has a more general visual effect, turning the whole surface into a visual spectacle.44 A further example
of ostentatious courtly luxury appears in another rare survival, a gilded metalwork triptych now in
New York’s Metropolitan Museum of Art, made around 1400-20 in the Netherlands or northern
France (Fig. 3).45 In the central panel, Christ on the cross and the figures attending the crucifixion are
rendered in silver relief against the gilded background, while the two crucified thieves and the side
wing scenes depicting the way to Calvary and the disrobing of Christ, as well as the Annunciation on
the closed wings, are created by pointillé, dots punched into the gold ground. They can only be seen
properly if light falls onto the surface in such a way as to highlight the stamped designs, otherwise
they blend into the background (Fig. 3a), so that anyone who used this object for private devotions (or
simply picked it up to admire it) would have needed to find the right angle for viewing according to
the immediate lighting conditions. In fact the action of reflected light plays a critical role for all of
these objects, emphasizing their physical brilliance as objects, which would have been far more
apparent in the fifteenth century when they were actively used rather than (as now) viewed in glass
cases. At the same time, their material sumptuousness is closely related to their liturgical or
meditative appeal, since the play of light on gleaming rare substances was not merely an ostentatious
display of wealth but an evocation of the heavenly realm.46 These aesthetic qualities characterized
Burgundian luxury objects throughout the fifteenth century.
Painted panels from the late fourteenth and early fifteenth century generally participate in this
courtly ethos. Very few panels survive from northern Europe prior to the 1420s, in contrast to Italy,
where the influence of imported Byzantine icons evidently spurred the development of gold-ground
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religious panels in the thirteenth century, particularly following the Fourth Lateran Council’s
requirements for more altarpieces.47 The earliest extant Netherlandish panel, the epitaph of Hendrik
van Rijn, a canon from a patrician family at St Jan in Utrecht, dates to 1363 (Fig. 4),48 and only a
couple dozen further painted panels survive prior to 1420. There is no way of knowing to what extent
these small numbers are due to the vagaries of fortune—especially given the Low Countries’ long
history of iconoclasm and warfare—or because painted panels simply developed later and in fewer
numbers there than in Italy. In any case, most of the extant works show strong visual associations with
courtly objects: Hendrik van Rijn’s epitaph sets the painted crucifixion and donor portrait against a
background made of gilded relief, imitating embossed metalwork, and the visual effect of the paint
against the gold is also analogous to enameled gold objects such as the Royal Gold Cup in the British
Museum, given by Jean duke of Berry to his nephew Charles VI in 1391.49 The painting’s frame,
which dates to the nineteenth century but perhaps copies an original, is covered in painted trompel’oeil jewels; other early painted panels like the thirteenth-century Westminster Retable and a few late
fourteenth-century Netherlandish works used inset glass to imitate gems and cloisonné enamel.50 In
this case, panel painting does appear to be at least partially a surrogate luxury, although it still
incorporates large quantities of gold leaf, and perhaps the patron and artist(s) expected viewers to
admire its persuasive likeness to solid metalwork rather than consider it a lesser imitation.
Many surviving pre-Eyckian paintings were made for courtly circles, including the panels
commissioned by Philip the Bold for the Carthusian monastery he founded in Champmol, near Dijon
in his French duchy of Burgundy. Several of the artists who worked on objects for Champmol came
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from the Netherlands, including the sculptors Jacques de Baerze (Fig. 29) and Claus Sluter, and the
painters Melchior Broederlam (Fig. 30), Jean de Beaumetz (Fig. 5), Jean Malouel (or Jehan
Maelwael, uncle of the manuscript illuminators the Limbourg brothers), and Henri Bellechose (Fig.
6).51 Beaumetz was commissioned to paint 26 panels for the monks’ cells, two of which are thought to
survive, in Paris and Cleveland (Fig. 5). Similarly to the much larger Van Rijn epitaph, each depicts
Christ on the cross with John to the right and the three Maries to the left, and next to John a kneeling
Carthusian monk at the base of the cross.52 The background in the Louvre panel is badly abraded,
although the gold lining the hem of the Virgin’s mantle is better preserved; the panel in Cleveland
omits gold from the figures’ clothing, but the background surface is in good condition, with tendrils
punched into the ground filling the space around the painted figures, again in imitation of metal
objects. Although some medieval commentators such as Bernard of Clairvaux would have
disapproved of the gold,53 these are still comparatively simple works for private devotion, and the
gold leaf serves a primarily meditative purpose, abstracting the scene into a timeless spiritual realm, in
keeping with the stripped-down nature of the depicted narrative and the austere character of the
Carthusian order.
Another painting made for Champmol served a more public function and displays greater
artistic refinement, the large Altarpiece of St Denis possibly begun by Jean Malouel and completed by
Henri Bellechose, the successive court painters to Philip the Bold and John the Fearless (Fig. 6).54
The gold background again provides a suitable religious setting, eliminating the normal spatial and
chronological boundaries to depict the close relationship between Christ and the third-century saint
Denis; but it is also exploited here for distinctly aesthetic purposes, to create striking visual interplays
between flat ground and spatial projection. For example, similarly to the Beaumetz panel in the
Louvre, the gold bands decorating the vestments of Denis, Eleutherius, and Rusticus in the right half
of the image are easily decipherable elements of the figural representation, but the gold of Denis’
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miter partially merges into the flat gold ground against which it is silhouetted, as does Christ’s halo,
tunic, and chalice to the left where he administers Denis’ final communion in prison. Abrasion to the
picture surface, exacerbated by its transfer from panel onto canvas, has greatly affected its
appearance, but, even so, the original intention must have been to enhance the figures’ sense of
divinity while also creating a flickering back-and-forth between ground and extension, comparable to
the pointillé elements of the gilded triptych (Fig. 3). This work may have been intended for a
Carthusian church, but, commissioned as it was by the duke of Burgundy from his court painter, its
visual sophistication and artistic luxury matches that of any courtly object, as did the circular Pietà
probably painted by Malouel for Philip’s personal use.55
Given that this altarpiece is painted in the International Gothic style, which characteristically
blends naturalistic detail with stylization, the spatial interplays between surface and depth seem
entirely appropriate to the image’s artistic intentions. In fact virtually all courtly artistic objects
capitalize on striking intersections between naturalistic forms, rare materials, and carefully calculated
artistic effects: narrative scenes are fashioned of shiny silk thread, flesh is created with enamel, plant
forms devised in gold. Viewers are expected to recognize simultaneously the represented forms and
the attractive materials with which those forms are crafted. Thus the luxury arts integrate distinctive
material qualities with distinctive artistic skill. That was also true of miniature illumination, which, in
the early fifteenth century, presented increasingly naturalistic imagery—particularly in the highly
innovative work of the Limbourg brothers—but within profusely decorated manuscripts whose
material luxury remained at the forefront. The Limbourgs’ work anticipates the impending ars nova
style of painting in its focus on natural detail, qualities that are most advanced in their last work, the
Très Riches Heures left incomplete at their deaths from the plague in 1416. In earlier manuscripts,
such as the Petites Heures and Belles Heures (Fig. 7), the miniatures are surrounded with other
artists’ border decoration in a traditional style—usually a shimmering mass of gold and painted
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leaves, initials, and frames56—and the Limbourgs’ own miniature backgrounds are most often abstract
patterns, though some outdoor scenes depict blue sky instead. Both types of setting are seen on the
Belles Heures unbound bifolium (Fig. 7) depicting the stigmatization of St Francis (at folio 171 in the
bound book) and the martyrdom of St Ursula (folio 178v): in the former, the compression created by
the patterned backdrop enhances the intimate nature of Francis’ spiritual epiphany, while in the latter
the blue sky and high distant horizon complement the narrative of Ursula’s extensive travels
preceding her martyrdom. Both images are surrounded by glittering frames and marginal decoration.
The Très Riches Heures, begun sometime around 1410-1413, marks a significant shift. A
higher proportion of the miniatures (though not all) depict sky or full interior backgrounds, and the
border decoration—where it appears at all—is of a markedly different character, as seen in the
Multiplication of the Loaves and Fish (Fig. 8), which Millard Meiss perceived as one of the few pages
whose combination of text, initial, border decoration, and miniature fully carries out the Limbourgs’
initial conception for the book. The miniature background is still patterned with gold and blue, but the
relatively sparse and large-scale marginal imagery depicts naturalistic groups of larkspurs and snails;
other pages show different imagery or foliage, each individually designed. Meiss argued that during
the course of the volume’s production the Limbourgs came to see the traditional decorative page as
contradictory to their miniature imagery, so they began instead producing full-page images without
text or border decoration to preface each section of the Hours, similar in conception to the famous
calendar images at the beginning of the manuscript (Fig. 9).57 Meiss’ hypotheses are still subject to
debate,58 but at the very least it is clear that the Limbourgs’ miniatures signal a growing concern for
the internal consistency of the pictorial field and greater focus on the image itself above its decorative
context.
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See Timothy B. Husband, The Art of Illumination: The Limbourg Brothers and the Belles Heures of Jean de
France, Duc de Berry (New York, New Haven, and London, 2008), 63-73.
57 Millard Meiss, French Painting in the Time of Jean de Berry: The Limbourgs and Their Contemporaries
(New York, 1974), 178-84; Husband, The Art of Illumination, 64-65.
58 Patricia Stirnemann, ‘The king of illuminated manuscripts: the Très Riches Heures’, in The Limbourg
Brothers: Nijmegen Masters at the French Court, 1400-1416, ed. Rob Dückers and Pieter Roelofs (Nijmegen,
2005), 113-19. Meiss was incorrect in asserting that borders were always completed before the painting of
miniatures; see Robert G. Calkins, ‘Stages of execution: procedures of illumination as revealed in an unfinished
book of hours,’ Gesta 17, no. 1 (1978): 61-70.
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The Très Riches Heures still places great emphasis on material preciousness: most of the
miniatures employ extensive gold leaf, as with the zodiacal signs at the top of the calendar pages,
clothing details, and halos and heavenly rays.59 Moreover, the deep blue pigment used for some of the
drapery and for depicted skies—ultramarine—was itself worth as much as gold, since it was extracted
with much effort from the rare mineral lapis lazuli, imported at great expense from Afghanistan.60 In
that regard there is something of a paradox in the introduction of sky to miniatures, since although it
creates a more persuasive illusion of reality than a patterned ground—especially when the mixture is
subtly lightened towards the horizon to give an impression of atmospheric depth, as in the Limbourgs’
April and Martyrdom of St Ursula (Figs. 7, 9)—it also maintains or even enhances the manuscript’s
material expense. Analogous to the courtly joyaux which transformed saintly flesh into ronde-bosse
enamel, the ethereal heavens depicted with ultramarine convey a distinctly material value, at least to
those trained to recognize the colour’s significance. Still, while the Limbourgs themselves remained
exemplars of International Gothic courtly art, they and others among their contemporary illuminators
developed at least some of the new artistic ideas which coalesced a few years later in the ars nova
style of Netherlandish panel painting.61
The panel painters who began working in this new style focused their attention and
innovations on the persuasiveness of representation, though they must have retained a keen awareness
of the price of their materials. Panel painters continued to use ultramarine, prized for its unmatchably
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Margaret Lawson, ‘The Belles Heures of Jean, duc de Berry. The materials and techniques of the Limbourg
brothers’, in Dückers and Roelofs, The Limbourg Brothers, 149-63, at 154.
60 Ibid., 154-56, 160; Molly Faries and Ron Spronk, eds, Recent Developments in the Technical Examination of
Early Netherlandish Painting: Methodology, Limitations & Perspectives (Cambridge, Turnhout, 2003), 9-10; Jo
Kirby, ‘The price of quality: factors influencing the cost of pigments during the Renaissance’, in Revaluing
Renaissance Art, ed. Gabriele Neher and Rupert Shepherd (Aldershot, 2000), 19-42, at 23-24.
61 Smeyers and Cardon, ‘Campin and illumination’. The primacy of manuscripts made in France as a model for
Netherlandish panel painting was intelligently critiqued in Van Buren, ‘Thoughts, old and new’, though her
arguments arguably underestimate how easily and widely artistic ideas circulated; see for instance Gregory T.
Clark, ‘The influence of the Limbourg brothers in France and the southern Netherlands, 1400-1460’, in Dückers
and Roelofs, The Limbourg Brothers, 209-35, and Rob Dückers, ‘A close encounter? The Limbourg brothers
and illumination in the northern Netherlands in the first half of the fifteenth century’, in Reflections on the
Origins and the Legacy of Three Illuminators from Nijmegan, ed. Rob Dückers and Pieter Roelofs (Leiden,
2009), 149-89.
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rich colour (though sometimes reserved for glazes over the much less expensive azurite),62 and extant
contracts and guild statutes sometimes explicitly prohibit the substitution of glazed metal foil for gold,
or low grades of blue pigment for high-quality ultramarine, if the latter had been contracted.63
Throughout the fifteenth century painters also continued to apply extensive gold leaf to sculpted
figures and carved altarpieces.64 Moreover, no scholars have perceived in extant Netherlandish
written documents any clear shift in interest, as Michael Baxandall observed over the course of
fifteenth-century Italian painting contracts, from material value earlier in the century to the display of
artistic skill by the end.65
Even so, early Netherlandish panels themselves display a distinct change in the techniques
and purpose of gilding with the introduction of the ars nova, and those changes mark a decisive shift
from the appeal of luxury objects for aristocratic patrons, which depended heavily on their financial
value—in times of crisis they would readily be sold or melted down to retrieve their economic
liquidity.66 There are only occasional traces in extant documentary records suggesting that those who
could afford the highest of luxuries also fully appreciated the artists’ skills in their own right. One
instance concerns the court painter Malouel, whose salary was supposed to be paid by the Dijon
bailliage, but because of repeated delays and interruptions John the Fearless decided in 1412 that
Malouel’s wages should thenceforth be paid out of the reliable revenue from the salt mines at Salins.
After Malouel’s death in March 1415, the duke awarded a substantial life annuity from the same
source to Malouel’s widow, who had accompanied her husband to Burgundy from their native
Guelders and had no other means to support herself and their four children. The Salins accounts,
seemingly at pains to explain why these payments were charged against such an unusual source, state
in lengthy detail that they reflected the painter’s many great works (plusieurs grans et notables
ouvraiges; choses excellantes), his status as one of the masters of his craft (l’ung des bons ouvriers de
62

Rachel Billinge et al., ‘Methods and materials of northern European painting in the National Gallery, 1400–
1550,’ National Gallery Technical Bulletin 18 (1997): 6-55, at 34-38.
63 Ibid., 8-11; Kirby, ‘The price of quality’, 21.
64 Lynn F. Jacobs, Early Netherlandish Carved Altarpieces, 1380-1550: Medieval Tastes and Mass Marketing
(Cambridge, 1998), 100, 210-12.
65 Baxandall, Painting and Experience, 14-23.
66 Jean-Pierre Van Rijen, ‘Precious metalwork in gold leaf. Everyday lustre at the court of Jean de Berry, as
depicted by the Limbourg brothers’, in Dückers and Roelofs, The Limbourg Brothers, 165-77, at 165.
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son mestier), and his loyal service to John’s father Philip the Bold and subsequently to John himself.67
A similar sentiment was expressed two decades later by John’s son Philip the Good when he
reprimanded his treasurer in Lille for not paying Jan van Eyck’s salary on time, warning that the
painter might leave his service and his equal would never be found (nous trouverions point le pareil a
nostre gre ne si excellent en son art et science).68 It is striking that this missive survives on paper
(whereas most of the documents preserved from the Burgundian court are final records on
parchment), thus perhaps hinting at a mostly lost array of day-to-day exchanges which may have
expressed more opinions on art than survive today.69
Another rare indication of courtly appreciation for talent per se appears in the posthumous
inventory of the duke of Berry, renowned for his art collections and architectural patronage.70 In
1411, he was given a deceptive New Year’s gift by the Limbourg brothers in his employ, a trompel’oeil book made of wood, covered in velvet and two silver clasps with the arms of the duke in
enamel. The cover thus evidently retained some material value, but as the inventory explains, the
book itself had no pages and nothing written in it, so its cost would have been minimal compared to
real manuscripts.71 It seems that the duke fully appreciated the joke, given that it was still in his
possession at his death, although his amusement must have depended on the fact that he already
owned dozens of the real thing, including the Limbourgs’ own Belles Heures (Fig. 7).
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Dijon, ADCO, B 5967, fol. 38v-39v (Salins accounts 1413-14); Dijon, ADCO, B 5968, fol. 37v-39v (Salins
accounts 1414-15). The documents are transcribed in Friedrich Gorissen, ‘Jan Maelwael und die Brüder
Limburg: eine Nimweger Künstlerfamilie um die Wende des 14. Jahrhunderts,’ Bijdragen en Mededelingen
Gelre 54 (1954): 153-221, at 206-07, 212-13; the first is listed under 14 January 1411, the date reported in the
document as when the original decision was made, though in modern dating that was 1412.
68 Lille, ADN, B 1955 no. 57011 (13 March 1435). The document was first transcribed in Léon Emmanuel
Simon J. Laborde, Les Ducs de Bourgogne: études sur les lettres, les arts et l’industrie pendant le XVe siècle et
plus particulièrement dans les Pays-Bas et le duché de Bourgogne (Paris, 1849-52), vol. 1, LIII.
69 My thanks to Mark Ormrod for suggesting this significance of paper vs. parchment in response to my
presentation ‘Reconstructing the lives of Burgundian court artists’ at the Late Medieval French Studies
Conference, York, 11 July 2009.
70 Husband, The Art of Illumination, 12-26.
71 ‘Item, un livre contrefait d’une piece de bois paincte en semblance d’un livre, ou il n’a nuls fueillets ne riens
escript; convert de veluiau blanc, a deux fermouers d’argent dorez, esmaillez aux armes de Monseigneur; lequel
livre Pol de Limbourc et ses deux freres donnerent a mondit Seigneur ausdictes estrainnes mil CCCC et X.’
Jules Guiffrey, Inventaires de Jean duc de Berry (1401-1416) (Paris, 1894-96), vol. 1, 265, no. 994. The gift is
dated 1410 according to the calendar system then in use. On the practice of New Year’s gifts (étrennes) see
Brigitte Buettner, ‘Past presents: New Year’s gifts at the Valois courts, ca. 1400,’ Art Bulletin 83, no. 4 (2001):
598-625.
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The Limbourgs’ joke turned on the viewer first being fooled, and subsequently discovering
the object’s true materiality. The epitaph for Hendrik van Rijn (Fig. 4), in contrast, surely did not use
mimesis of metalwork as an intentional in-joke, but to achieve the optimal visual impact by the best
means available. The new Eyckian form of painting had yet another purpose: it aimed not so much to
trick the eye, either seriously or in jest, but rather to perpetually astonish with its capacity to create
whole worlds out of mere paint. And that capacity alone, rather than its material components,
constituted its value.

A brief overview of gilding techniques
Before finally examining the use of gold within the panels, it is crucial to outline the different
techniques with which it was applied, as they prove essential in understanding its intended effects.72
Gold appeared on pre-Eyckian and early Netherlandish panel painting in four forms: burnished leaf
(or water gilding), which might be applied over a poliment such as bole—a technique also common in
illuminated manuscripts—or directly onto the prepared ground, which is also referred to as ground
gilding;73 flat unburnished leaf (also commonly called mordant gilding), applied over a mordant
(adhesive) which might or might not be oil-based; gilded applied relief, unburnished gold leaf applied
with a mordant over pre-formed relief decoration; and shell gold, gold ground into a powder and
applied in effect like gold paint.
Before gilding or painting, the panel surface was always extensively prepared first with
smoothed layers of (usually) chalk. Gold leaf to be burnished was laid either directly onto this
ground—moistened so that the leaf would stick, hence the term water gilding—or over an
intermediate layer of a moistened poliment, usually bole, a reddish-brown iron oxide clay, which
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The following largely derives from David Bomford et al., Italian Painting Before 1400: Art in the Making
(London, 1989), 21-26, 43-48; Billinge et al., ‘Methods and materials’, 30-34; and Jilleen Nadolny, ‘All that’s
burnished isn’t bole. Reflections on medieval water gilding part 1: early medieval to 1300’, in Medieval
Painting Techniques in Northern Europe: Techniques, Analysis, Art History, ed. Jilleen Nadolny (London,
2006), 148-62.
73 This term was invented by Jilleen Nadolny in her unpublished 2001 dissertation; see ‘All that’s burnished
isn’t bole’, 151.
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enriched the colour as well as provided a cushion for working.74 The leaf was then burnished with a
smooth stone or animal tooth to a high polish, and it might subsequently be tooled with punched
designs, analogous to objects made of solid metal like the gilded triptych (Fig. 3). The full effect of
burnished gold rarely survives today in panels because of abrasion to the delicate leaf, though it is
often better preserved in illuminated manuscripts.75 Extensive tooled water gilding appears (if now
heavily worn) on many pre-Eyckian paintings, including the Champmol panels discussed above (Figs.
5-6), the Tower Retable now in the Meyer van den Bergh Museum in Antwerp, the quadriptych panels
divided between Antwerp and Cleveland, and Melchior Broederlam’s painted exterior wings on one
of the Champmol carved altarpieces (Fig. 30).76 However, with the major exception of Rogier van der
Weyden’s Medici Madonna (Fig. 10), the ars nova painters stopped burnishing their gold leaf, and
any gold still applied was usually not worked with the intention of making it look like solid metal in
the manner of pre-Eyckian panels.
Unburnished leaf was generally a little thinner than the leaf used for burnished gilding,77 and
it was typically applied after most of the panel had been painted, unless it formed a background. Early
Netherlandish oil mordant was often made of light-coloured pigments blended with a little linseed oil,
like a thick oil paint, applied to the panel where desired and the gold leaf laid on when it had reached
the right degree of tackiness.78 The chemical properties of oil preclude overlying gold leaf from being
burnished—at most it can be gently buffed, or the leaf will tear—but leaf applied over a non-oily
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Ibid., 155-56.
Bomford et al., Italian Painting Before 1400, 23-24. On manuscripts see Kathleen P. Whitley, The Gilded
Page: The History and Technique of Manuscript Gilding (London, 2000). In contrast to panel painting
terminology she uses ‘mordant’ to describe burnished leaf adhesives, employed in both flat and raised gilding;
the former was usually composed of gum arabic, egg white, or garlic juice, whereas the latter was a gesso sottile
mixture with bole. Given that manuscripts do not use oil paint, both flat and raised leaf can be burnished and
punched, though raised leaf achieves more polish (see ch. 4-5). Unburnished gilding appears in manuscripts as
shell gold.
76 Christina Currie, ‘Genesis of a pre-Eyckian masterpiece: Melchior Broederlam’s painted wings for the
Crucifixion Altarpiece’, in Stroo, Pre-Eyckian Panel Painting, vol. 2, 23-86; in the same volume, Livia
Depuydt-Elbaum, ‘Scenes from the infancy of Christ: the Tower Retable in the Mayer van den Bergh Museum.
Preliminary study – restoration – observations’, 87-120; Hélène Mund, Cyriel Stroo, and Nicole Goetghebeur,
The Mayer van den Bergh Museum, Antwerp (Brussels, 2003), 202-87.
77 Bomford et al., Italian Painting Before 1400, 22; Binski and Massing, The Westminster Retable, 239.
78 On the components of northern European oil mordant see Billinge et al., ‘Methods and materials’, 31-32.
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ground would also technically be termed mordant gilding as long as it was left unburnished.79 This
type of gold background appears in a few early Netherlandish panels (Figs. 11-14, 31), though more
often panels contain smaller areas of unburnished leaf applied with oil mordant (e.g. Figs. 21-22).
Mordant gilding has a matte appearance compared to undamaged water gilding, though it still reflects
light very differently than paint simulating metal, only in a more diffuse gleam than the concentrated
highlights of burnished leaf.
Gilded applied relief uses the mordant technique but with the gold leaf applied onto raised
decorative motifs made of a plaster-like substance. These motifs were either built up freehand on the
ground of the panel in pastiglia, or cast in a mould and glued onto the panel, usually made with tin
foil backed by a filler (since tin, unlike gold alone, has the strength to hold a cast shape). Gilded
reliefs could be used either for backgrounds, as in the Hendrik van Rijn panel (Fig. 4), the Seilern
Triptych in the Courtauld Gallery, and the Thief to the Left of Christ in Frankfurt (Fig. 33), or for
particular decorative motifs, in that era usually in the form of applied brocades (Figs. 15, 28a).
Regardless of the type of mordant used, the uneven surface of relief prevented overlying gilding from
being burnished, so like flat unburnished leaf it is always comparatively matte.80 Only a very few
early Netherlandish panels used applied reliefs, mostly in the form of applied brocades, and they
largely disappeared from panel painting by mid-century other than in the wing panels of certain
Brabantine sculpted altarpieces towards the end of the century.81 Shell gold, finally, consisted of gold
leaf ground into a powder, either applied onto mordant or mixed with a little oil or animal glue and
painted on. It was usually reserved for small details and highlights, particularly within manuscript
illumination—as mastered especially by the French court painter and illuminator Jean Fouquet—
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Nadolny, ‘All that’s burnished isn’t bole’, 150. In practice, however, ‘mordant gilding’ is often equated with
oil mordant rather than with the leaf being unburnished; thus, for example, the unburnished gold leaf
background of the Rogier van der Weyden Madonna and Child in the Huntington Gallery is described as
ground-gilded in Cathy Metzger and Griet Steyaert, ‘Painting, a distinct profession’, in Campbell and Stock,
Rogier van der Weyden, 162-79, at 174, and as water gilded in the catalogue entry, 318, intended to indicate not
that the leaf was burnished but that it was laid directly onto the moistened prepared ground. My thanks to
Catherine Metzger, senior conservator of paintings at the National Gallery, Washington, for explaining their use
of terminology; personal communication, 9 February 2012.
80 Geelen and Steyaert, ‘Relief decorations in the art of around 1400’.
81 Imitation and Illusion, 39.
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though occasionally on panels as well, where it can sometimes be difficult to distinguish visually from
mordant gilding (Figs. 26-26a).82
From the outset early Netherlandish painters no longer burnished their leaf (other than
Rogier’s Medici Madonna), and beyond a handful of early experiments they also abandoned gilded
applied relief, even though both of these techniques were still applied to sculptural polychromy. 83 In
other words, painters soon eliminated the most non-painterly techniques for working with panels, and
instead reserved them for sculpture. Large areas of gold for backgrounds were usually substantially
overpainted to incorporate them into the representation, and smaller areas of mordant gilding were
increasingly reserved for heavenly phenomena like halo rays rather than earthly objects. These trends
developed over a period of experimentation, particularly concentrated in the 1420s-40s.

From gold grounds to depicted space
The near-elimination of gold backgrounds began in early Netherlandish painting around the
mid-1420s, not long after the introduction of the ars nova. Where gold backgrounds continued to
appear, since they were not burnished or tooled they have a primarily visual effect, reflecting light in a
diffuse gleam rather than the brilliant surface-emphasizing flashes of burnished leaf. (Admittedly the
difference can now be difficult to see, given that few burnished panels still retain their full shine.)
This was not a pan-European phenomenon: in Germany and elsewhere, panel painters continued to
use burnished gold-leaf backgrounds for several more decades, alongside other uses of gilding such as
depiction of brocaded textiles.84 Moreover, in the early Netherlandish panels partial overpainting
usually incorporates background gold into the representation to some degree, thus mitigating the
material and conceptual distinction between painting and gold ground. Limited overpainting of gold
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Currie, ‘Genesis of a pre-Eyckian masterpiece’, 65; Lawson, ‘The Belles Heures of Jean, duc de Berry’, 154.
On these techniques in carved altarpieces see Myriam Serck-Dewaide, ‘Support and polychromy of
altarpieces from Brussels, Mechlin, and Antwerp: study, comparison, and restoration’, in Painted Wood: History
and Conservation, ed. Valerie Dorge and F. Carey Howlett (Los Angeles, 1998), 82-99; for more detailed
images see the version published in Marjan Buyle and Christine Vanthillo, eds, Vlaamse en Brabantse retabels
in Belgische monumenten (Brussels, 2000), 87-104.
84 See for instance Billinge et al., ‘Methods and materials’, 31 and Plate 3.
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leaf appeared in some pre-Eyckian panels, particularly to define objects like the water-gilded flower
vase and the mordant-gilded eagle lectern in Melchior Broederlam’s altarpiece wing (Figs. 30-30a),85
but the ars nova introduced an entirely new level of overpainting (Figs. 12-14, 32).
The major exception is Rogier van der Weyden’s so-called Medici Madonna, which
according to dendrochronological analysis likely dates after 1450 (Fig. 10-10a).86 It has a burnished
gold background applied over an ochre-coloured bole,87 and it also displays further mordant gilding
on certain details including the central coat of arms (though the leaf is mostly worn away), St Peter’s
hem decoration, and the Virgin’s halo and blue mantle hem embroidery, although other metallic
details were rendered in paint such as the flower vase, the brocaded hanging behind the Virgin, and
the solid golden edging of her red and dark blue garments.88 The panel’s iconography and
composition have led to the inference that it was commissioned by an Italian patron, given its
vertically-oriented sacra conversazione of saints flanking the Virgin under a baldachin, including at
the right saints Cosmas and Damian, very rarely depicted in Netherlandish art.89 The background,
which appears to be original (unlike a similar gold ground erroneously added to a Rogier-workshop
Crucifixion diptych in 1941),90 further suggests southern patronage, given that such grounds had
entirely disappeared by that time in the Low Countries, but were still produced in many parts of Italy
(for example by Giovanni di Paolo, Carlo Crivelli, and Bartolommeo Vivarini). Many Netherlandish
paintings were exported to Italy in the fifteenth century, and Italian merchants and bankers who
worked in the Low Countries often commissioned local artworks to be sent back home; Rogier van
der Weyden himself travelled to Rome for the 1450 jubilee.91 The unknown patron(s) of this
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See Currie, ‘Genesis of a pre-Eyckian masterpiece’, and Cyriel Stroo, ‘Broederlam’s world of surface
appearances: traditional and innovative aspects. Dat sulck een schoon nieuw Const, soo heel volmaeckt begint?
(Lucas de Heere, 1534-1584)’, in Vision & Material: Interaction Between Art and Science in Jan van Eyck’s
Time, ed. Marc De Mey, Maximiliaan P.J. Martens, and Cyriel Stroo (Brussels, 2012), 67-91.
86 Kemperdick and Sander, The Master of Flémalle, cat. no. 39.
87 Many thanks to Jochen Sander, curator of German, Dutch and Flemish paintings before 1800 at the Städel
Museum, Frankfurt, for this information; personal communication, 20 April 2012.
88 Many thanks to Christiane Haeseler, conservator at the Städel Museum, Frankfurt, for examining the painting
and confirming many of these details; personal communication, 31 October 2012.
89 Nuttal, From Flanders to Florence, 5, 85-89.
90 Kemperdick and Sander, The Master of Flémalle, 362; Mark Tucker, ‘Rogier van der Weyden’s Philadelphia
‘Crucifixion’,’ The Burlington Magazine 139, no. 1135 (1997): 676-83.
91 Nuttal, From Flanders to Florence, esp. 4-5, 43-91, 105-30; Borchert, The Age of Van Eyck, 79-125.
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particular panel evidently wanted a combination of familiar Italian features with Netherlandish
naturalistic detail and deeply saturated colour.
The Medici Madonna is highly atypical, as the few other extant gold-background panels are
unburnished, with the majority dating from the earliest transitional years of the ars nova, and most
feature partial overpainting that mitigates the inherent contradiction between a flat ground and the
new painting style. One that does retain an old aesthetic is the c. 1415-20 Seilern Triptych
(Entombment) in the Courtauld Gallery, whose mordant-gilded pastiglia relief background is very
similar in design and execution to pre-Eyckian panels such as the c. 1410 triptych of Saints Crispin
and Crispinian in Saint-Omer, whereas the paint itself employs far more detail and sophistication than
pre-Eyckian works (though still incorporating older painting techniques as well).92 A Madonna Before
a Grassy Bench in Berlin made perhaps around 1420 uses a much smaller amount of flat unburnished
gilding for the Virgin’s halo and around the top edges of the panel surrounding a painted textile
backdrop.93 A flat gold background also appears behind a Christ as the Man of Sorrows in the Ghent
Museum of Fine Arts, which perhaps was made c. 1430.94 A St John the Baptist panel in Cleveland, a
triptych wing fragment often viewed as the oldest of the surviving Flémalle-group panels (Fig. 11),95
has a somewhat advanced figural painting style juxtaposed against a flat gold ground, though the gold
leaf beyond John’s halo has been partially overpainted to simulate a green brocaded silk textile, a
conception to which I will return in the following section. A similar motif appears in another
Madonna Before a Grassy Bench in Dortmund perhaps painted around 1440.96
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Christian Heck, ed., Collections du Nord-Pas-de Calais: la peinture de Flandre et de France du Nord au XVe
et au début du XVIe siècle, 2 vols. (Brussels, 2005), vol. 2, 391-99; Geelen and Steyaert, ‘Relief decorations in
the art of around 1400’, 157-60; Caroline Villiers and Robert Bruce-Gardner, ‘The Entombment triptych in the
Courtauld Institute galleries’, in Foister and Nash, Robert Campin, 27-35. The panel also uses mordant gilding
for armour details in the right-wing Resurrection.
93 The panel also incorporates mordant-gilded rays and hem decoration; see Kemperdick and Sander, The
Master of Flémalle, cat. no. 2.
94 Robert Hoozee, Museum of Fine Arts Ghent: Paintings Catalogue (Ghent, 2007), vol. 1, 125, Inv. 1904-A.
The non-translucent painting technique of this panel is distinctly different in character from Van Eyck’s or
Rogier’s works.
95 This was the final work in the exhibition Fliegel and Jugie, Art from the Court of Burgundy, cat. no. 136, and
the first work in the exhibition Kemperdick and Sander, The Master of Flémalle, cat. no. 1.
96 The Master of Flémalle, cat. no. 25.
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More representative of the rapid expansion of painterly innovation is an unusual Flémallegroup work depicting the heads and hands of Christ and the Virgin against flat unburnished gold leaf
(Fig. 12).97 A number of early Netherlandish paintings borrowed the iconography of Byzantine icons,
depicting single, usually half-length figures of Christ and/or the Virgin against an abstract
background; especially well known are imitations after the mid-fourteenth-century Notre-Dame de
Grâce given to Cambrai cathedral in 1450, though in other cases the borrowing was more general.98
Many such works have dark backgrounds, but, towards the end of the fifteenth century, there was
something of a revival of this type of iconic image set against a gold-leaf (or occasionally yellowpainted) background, seemingly as part of a renewal of interest in older art forms, particularly
devotional images.99 Icon-like depictions of Christ or the Virgin were thus subjects for which the
archaic quality of the gold background could be deemed appropriate, even in conjunction with figures
in a more modern style. The Philadelphia panel, which likely refers to a particular Byzantine diptych
formerly located in Paris,100 dates much earlier than the revivalist works, and its new painterly
techniques interrogate the theological underpinning of icons as instantiations—or at least direct
evocations—of their divine prototypes.101 Whereas eastern icons portray their figures as abstracted
types, here Christ and the Virgin are somewhat more (if not fully) individualized, and the
juxtaposition of the ars nova-style oil painting against the flat ground creates a striking impression of
relief, more so than the earlier John the Baptist panel (Fig. 11) where the tempera mixed in with the
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Ibid., cat. no. 7; John Oliver Hand, Catherine Metzger, and Ron Spronk, Prayers and Portraits: Unfolding
the Netherlandish Diptych (Washington and New Haven, 2006), cat. no. 5.
98 Maryan W. Ainsworth, ‘“À la façon grèce”: the encounter of northern Renaissance artists with Byzantine
icons’, in Byzantium: Faith and Power (1261-1557), ed. Helen C. Evans (New York, 2004), 544-55 and cat.
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Ousterhout and Leslie Brubaker (Urbana & Chicago, 1995), 132-46.
99 See for example Helen C. Evans, ed., Byzantium: Faith and Power (1261-1557) (New York, 2004), cat. nos.
334-35, 341-42, 344-47, 352-55; and for the revival trend, Maryan W. Ainsworth, ‘The Virgin and Child in an
Apse: reconsidering a Campin workshop design’, in Foister and Nash, Robert Campin, 159-69, and Panofsky,
Early Netherlandish Painting, 350-56. Stephan Kemperdick and Jochen Sander, ‘Tafelmalerei’, in Die Kunst
der burgundischen Niederlande: Eine Einführung, ed. Birgit Franke and Barbara Welzel (Berlin, 1997), 159-90,
at 181 suggest that this revival also reveals a distinct interest in the leading artists of earlier generations.
100 Evans, Byzantium: Faith and Power (1261-1557), 565-66; Kemperdick and Sander, The Master of Flémalle,
216.
101 See for instance Ambrosios Giakalis, Images of the Divine: the Theology of Icons at the Seventh Ecumenical
Council (Leiden & Boston, 2005).
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oil inhibits its refractive properties.102 In part, then, Christ and the Virgin accords with the typical
early Netherlandish aim of depicting persuasively ‘realistic’ figures, but, in keeping with its Byzantine
sources, the gold setting situates them in a heavenly realm.
These somewhat contradictory impressions are augmented by the distinctive technique with
which the gilding was modified. In most analogous images, the background appears as an abstract
space, whereas here the dominating halos act to define the panel’s surface. Moreover, where earlier
generations of panel painters would have used tooling to distinguish halos from background (as for
instance in the Beaumetz panels from Champmol, Fig. 5), the Philadelphia artist instead used paint:
the parts outside the halos have been overlaid with a very thin glaze to reduce their shine and thereby
make the halos gleam more brightly in comparison.103 The same effect could have been achieved by
burnishing the halos and leaving the rest of the leaf matte, but the innovative glaze technique was both
more efficient and more pictorial. The halos are further partially overpainted with trompe-l’oeil jewels
and pearls, and not only are the stones themselves replicated, cast shadows have been painted on as
well. It can initially appear as if precious stones are actually attached onto the panel surface—as in
some pre-Eyckian panels, goldsmiths’ work, sculptures, and wall paintings104—though this
impression is countered by the slight overlap of Christ’s halo over the Virgin’s, and by the slight
depth of the halos themselves as defined by the depiction of internal cast shadows. The panel thus
creates an absorbing and deliberately irresolvable visual play on flatness and depth, trompe-l’oeil and
self-acknowledged representation, divine presence and artistic invention. Even though the
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Flémalle-group panels typically do not match the translucency of Jan van Eyck’s work because of the degree
of opaque lead white mixed in with the other pigments; see Hanley, ‘The Optical Concerns of Jan van Eyck’s
Painting Practice’, 222-35, with citations of previous literature.
103 I am grateful to Mark Tucker, Vice Chair of Conservation and The Aronson Senior Conservator of Paintings
at the Philadelphia Museum of Art, for examining the panel with a low-power stereomicroscope and sharing his
findings with me: ‘The gilding, to judge from the microscopically irregular texture that is responsible for the
consistently matte effect, even where exposed by tiny paint losses, does not appear to have been burnished at all.
Without analysis it remains an open question what the medium of the pigmented preparatory layer is or what, if
any, additional adhesive was used for the laying of the gold. The subtly different levels of brightness that
distinguish the gold of the haloes from the gold background do appear to be the product of glazing, as some
places in the background where the surface has been disturbed show bright gold exposed. The glazing film is
exceedingly thin, however, and under 50X magnification no individual pigment particles were visible.’ Personal
communication, 7 February 2012.
104 Geelen and Steyaert, ‘Relief decorations in the art of around 1400’, 160-64; Stroo, Pre-Eyckian Panel
Painting, 398; Binski and Massing, The Westminster Retable, 130-35, 143-49.
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iconography and the gold background partially evoke Byzantine and metalwork aesthetics, the
techniques of gilding and representation have become thoroughly Netherlandish and painterly, and
more than attempting to look like a gold object, the panel harnesses the visual effects of precious
materials for pictorial purposes.
Most other early Netherlandish panels with partially-overpainted gold grounds use the
overpaint to different ends: to visually dissolve the panel’s flat surface. The few other gilded
backgrounds in panels by Rogier van der Weyden, for instance, employ hatched lines or networks of
semi-translucent flecks of brown/red paint to generate an effect of depth. In the Virgin and Child that
formed the left half of a devotional portrait diptych for the nobleman Philippe de Croÿ (Fig. 13),105
the unburnished gold ground holds the traditional iconic function of a generalized heavenly realm of
golden light, although the overpainted network of irregular, sometimes dense flecks of paint creates
an impression of vague shadows. Gold backgrounds do not appear in Rogier’s two other extant
devotional portrait diptychs, nor indeed in most other early Netherlandish examples of the genre,106
which suggests that the patron—a member of one of the leading aristocratic families in the
Burgundian Low Countries—requested this rather out-dated setting, though Rogier modified its effect
with the overpainting, a technique that was also applied by other artists to later iconic-style images of
Christ and the Virgin.107 The slightly lower quality of the Virgin panel has led to the suggestion that it
was a workshop stock image to which the portrait by Rogier himself was added;108 another possibility
is that the Virgin was primarily worked on by assistants while Rogier focused on the portrait so as to
finish the whole commission as quickly as possible. Either way, it is striking that De Croÿ was
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Campbell and Stock, Rogier van der Weyden, cat. no. 19; Hand, Metzger, and Spronk, Prayers and
Portraits, cat. no. 38. The Virgin and Child both also have mordant-gilded halo rays, partially superimposed on
the background.
106 Prayers and Portraits catalogues 14 devotional portrait diptychs, including the three by Rogier (nos. 37-39),
and illustrates four others in the introductory essay; just two others have gilded backgrounds: cat. no. 23, by the
Master of the Magdalene Legend (whose accompanying donor portrait was re-gilded at a later date), and one by
the Master of the St Ursula Legend, 9-10.
107 Particularly in the Bouts circle; see Valentine Hendericks, Albrecht Bouts: (1451/55 - 1549) (Brussels,
2011), cat. nos. 10, 13-14, 16 (also nos. 51-256), and Hand, Metzger, and Spronk, Prayers and Portraits, cat.
nos. 3-4.
108 Campbell and Stock, Rogier van der Weyden, 319.
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evidently more concerned about the pictorial quality of his own image than that of the Virgin, leaving
the gold ground to create the impression of her value.
De Croÿ was depicted in front of a green textile hanging, rendered by a green glaze over
silver foil, which in its original state must have been highly impressive, though the silver has now
darkened, making the fold-lines of the depicted textile difficult to see.109 Overpainted silver foil was a
rare technique among early Netherlandish painters, though Hubert or Jan van Eyck also experimented
with it in the Ghent Altarpiece to represent the tiles beneath the upper central figures of God
enthroned, Mary, and John the Baptist (Fig. 28).110 In Rogier’s diptych, metal leaf was not used to
represent material objects: the book clasps, jewellery, hem decoration, and brocade cushion are
rendered entirely with paint, as if inviting viewers to compare their persuasive portrayal with the real
gold gleam of the Virgin’s background. But extensive gold and silver leaf do appear again in the coat
of arms on the reverse of Philippe’s portrait, the side that would have been visible when the diptych
was closed; like the portrait itself the execution is of very high quality.111
In this work, the patron’s desire to display his status and wealth evidently prompted Rogier to
include more overtly valuable materials than had by then become the norm in panel painting. The
same applies to another of Rogier’s extant works with an extensive gold ground, the Last Judgment
Altarpiece (Figs. 14-15) commissioned by the Burgundian chancellor Nicholas Rolin for the hospital
he founded in Beaune, in his native French duchy of Burgundy.112 Rolin came from a burgher family
in Autun but rose to become a legal advisor to the dukes and eventually chancellor. In 1424, two years
after the latter appointment, he was ennobled by Philip the Good (as was another of Rogier’s wealthy
patrons, Pieter Bladelin), although long-standing noble families such as the De Croÿs did not fully
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Hand, Metzger, and Spronk, Prayers and Portraits, 301-02.
J.R.J. Van Asperen de Boer, ‘A scientific re-examination of the Ghent Altarpiece,’ Oud Holland 93 (1979):
141-214, at 167, 169, 173, 175. Overpainted silver foil is used in Lucas Moser’s 1432 Tiefenbronn Altarpiece
for the depiction of water, and the panel also has extensive gilding; see Rolf E. Straub et al., ‘Der
Magdalenenaltar des Lucas Moser’, in Beiträge zur Untersuchung und Konservierung mittelalterlicher
Kunstwerke (Munich & Berlin, 1974), 9-46.
111 Metzger and Steyaert, ‘Painting, a distinct profession’, 174; Hand, Metzger, and Spronk, Prayers and
Portraits, 302.
112 Nicole Veronee-Verhaegen, L’Hôtel-Dieu de Beaune (Brussels, 1973); Dirk De Vos, Rogier van der
Weyden: the Complete Works, trans. Ted Alkins (New York, 1999), cat. no. 17; Maurice-Chabard, La splendeur
des Rolin, 67-110.
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accept such nouveaux riches among their ranks until at least the second generation.113 In founding the
hospital at Beaune, together with his endowments for the church of Notre-Dame-du-Châtel in Autun,
Rolin followed a long-standing noble tradition of generous institutional patronage.114 He ordered the
hospital chapel’s altarpiece from the most important Netherlandish artist then still alive, and unlike
the much smaller single panel that he commissioned from Jan van Eyck a decade or so earlier,115
which was entirely painted, this one included a rich expanse of gold leaf.
Conceptually, Rogier used gold here in a very similar manner to the later De Cröy diptych, to
represent a heavenly realm when opened and to indicate the patron’s status when closed. Given the
subject matter, however, the gold on the interior panels (Figs. 14-14b) has a more directly
representational function than typical gold-ground images, and the surrounding clouds of yellow and
red paint make it appear more a component of the imagery than a background. As with the De Croÿ
Virgin and Child, Rogier (and his workshop assistants, who actually carried out most of the work)116
applied a stippling of reddish-brown specks to the gold leaf beyond the halos, with a resulting
impression, as in the Philadelphia Christ and the Virgin (Fig. 12), that the halos gleam more brightly
in comparison.117 The speckled overpaint—which is only clearly visible when seen very close—partly
ensures that the heavenly aura appears as a semi-representational space, creating a plausible transition
from halos to golden setting to painted cloud (Fig. 14a). It also generates a visual effect analogous to
paintings by Mark Rothko, where the colour appears to permeate the space between the viewer and
the picture, hovering before the image rather than defining its ground surface.
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Werner Paravicini, ‘Soziale Schichtung und soziale Mobilität am Hof der Herzoge von Burgund,’ Francia:
Forschungen zur Westeuropäischen Geschichte 5 (1977): 127-82, esp. 148-52, 168. On Bladelin see Wim De
Clercq, Jan Dumolyn, and Jelle Haemers, ‘“Vivre noblement”: material culture and elite identity in late medieval
Flanders,’ Journal of Interdisciplinary History 38, no. 1 (2007): 1-31; and for the painting he commissioned
from Rogier—much earlier in his career than Rolin, and some 35 years before he was ennobled—Kemperdick
and Sander, The Master of Flémalle, cat. no. 33.
114 Hermann Kamp, ‘Le fondateur Rolin, le salut de l’âme et l’imitation du duc’, in Maurice-Chabard, La
splendeur des Rolin, 67-80; Laura Gelfand, ‘Piety, nobility and posterity: wealth and the ruin of Nicolas Rolin’s
reputation,’ Journal of Historians of Netherlandish Art 1, no. 1 (2009).
115 Harbison, Jan van Eyck, 107-22.
116 See J.R.J. Van Asperen de Boer, Jeltje Dijkstra, and Roger van Schoute, Underdrawing in Paintings of the
Rogier van der Weyden and Master of Flémalle Groups (Zwolle, 1992), 181-201.
117 Veronee-Verhaegen, L’Hôtel-Dieu de Beaune, 53-58. The speckling is best seen in the black-and-white
photographs of this volume.
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Gold has also been used on the left-most panel for the gate of heaven, partially overpainted
with linear hatching to render the architectural detailing, and when directly illuminated the gate
appears much brighter than the adjacent yellow/red painted cloud (Fig. 14a). In most photographs, it
can be difficult to distinguish the areas of gold from yellow paint, but the difference becomes much
more evident in person, and Rogier used it to differentiate the heavenly from other spaces: the cloud
at the saints’ feet and on the side panels is entirely executed in yellow/red paint, thus visually
emphasizing the separation of the divine from earth and from hell, and the right-most hell panel is the
only one with no gilding (Fig. 14b). The gold on the exterior wings (Figs. 15-15a), on the other hand,
has a largely secular function, applied to the coats of arms and the cloths-of-gold hanging behind
Rolin and his third wife Guigonne de Salins, though the textiles covering their prie-dieux are painted.
I will return to these panels later in discussing painters’ depictions of brocaded textiles.
A Crucifixion panel in Berlin (Fig. 16), variously attributed to Rogier or the Flémalle
group,118 originally had a gold background which towards the top of the panel was partially
overpainted by red glazes culminating in a rainbow. In the sixteenth century the landscape was
extended upwards and the rest of the gold background overpainted with sky, leaving only traces of
gilding visible (for instance around John’s hair). Recently it has been argued that the painter of this
panel also painted revisions onto an earlier panel of c. 1410-20 that depicted a very similar Christ on
the cross flanked by angels, though rather than a semi-narrative, that was a visionary scene opening
up behind a flat ground of gold stars against blue. The Virgin Mary and a donor were depicted below,
kneeling in front of a brocade hanging and looking up towards the vision of the crucifixion. Technical
and stylistic analysis suggests that the Berlin artist was asked around 1440 to revise the Christ figure
on that earlier panel, perhaps also the Virgin and donor, while leaving the setting intact—i.e., whoever
then owned and still valued the twenty- or thirty-year-old painting wanted its figural style updated but
the traditional flat setting left as it was.119 The Berlin Crucifixion’s analogous juxtaposition of a
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Kemperdick and Sander, The Master of Flémalle, cat. no. 23; Van Asperen de Boer, Dijkstra, and Schoute,
Underdrawings, 286.
119 Antje-Fee Köllermann, ‘Netherlandish painting before the master of Flémalle and Rogier van der Weyden’,
in Kemperdick and Sander, The Master of Flémalle, 39-51, at 46-47. Of the original painting, only a fragment
with the crucifixion survives in the Brussels Royal Museum of Fine Arts, although the full composition is
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modern-style figural group against a retro-style gold ground would have been designed for a patron
with similar tastes, someone who admired ars nova figural arrangements but wanted the setting to
imbue the scene with a heightened abstraction. Whoever had the background overpainted in the
following century evidently perceived this combination as deeply incongruous, as did most viewers of
the ars nova era.
The prevailing shift in taste away from gold backgrounds with the introduction of the ars
nova is evidenced in pair of images made in the 1420s, an Annunciation panel now in Brussels and the
central panel of the Mérode Triptych in the Cloisters (Figs. 17-18).120 Between these two versions of
the same composition, the Brussels panel is arguably more cohesive but displays a distinctly more
old-fashioned style, whereas the Mérode painter (likely a younger artist) imbued his version with an
updated painting technique, palette, and detailing, such as complex rendering of doubled cast
shadows. In both paintings the shutters of the back window(s) are partly pulled open, revealing in the
Brussels panel a gold ground beyond the domestic interior, though this is actually constructed not
with gold leaf but with another metal foil (perhaps tin) overpainted with a yellow glaze.121 This might
have been a cheat on the artist’s part,122 or perhaps more likely a surrogate luxury aimed at buyers of
limited means, though mordant gilding was applied to Gabriel’s belt and the decorated hem of the
Virgin’s red robe.123
In the central panel of the Mérode Altarpiece, no gilding was included on the depicted
textiles, though the background window originally had a golden ground constructed with the same
glazed-foil technique;124 the other window was replaced by a lavabo in a wall niche, thus enriching

known from later copies (depicting two different donor figures) in the treasury of Bruges’ St Salvator and the
Museo Lázaro Galdiano in Madrid.
120 Kemperdick and Sander, The Master of Flémalle, cat. nos. 3-4; Jeltje Dijkstra, ‘The Brussels and the Mérode
Annunciation reconsidered’, in Foister and Nash, Robert Campin, 95-104; Lorne Campbell, ‘Robert Campin,
the Master of Flémalle and the Master of Mérode,’ Burlington Magazine 116 (1974): 634-46.
121 Van Asperen de Boer, Dijkstra, and Schoute, Underdrawings, 116; Kemperdick and Sander, The Master of
Flémalle, 188.
122 Billinge et al., ‘Methods and materials’, 8; Kirby, ‘The price of quality’, 21.
123 Kemperdick and Sander, The Master of Flémalle, 188.
124 Ibid., 195.
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the picture with further religious and/or social meanings.125 This Annunciation must have been
created as an independent work, perhaps one of several workshop copies, and the initial buyer—likely
a member of a merchant family from Mechelen—commissioned the addition of the wings, together
with the overpainting of the metal foil, to turn it into a domestic triptych.126 The wing panels display a
more convincing depiction of recessional space, and they also focus on exterior scenes, at the right a
remarkable view from Joseph’s workshop onto a busy town centre, and a more enclosed garden space
on the left; clearly the golden ground of the central panel was no longer suitable, and a fully
convincing setting became more important to the triptych’s owner than flashy materials on the panel’s
surface, in contrast to the Brussels version (and to courtly luxury objects).
The great majority of early Netherlandish paintings—especially those depicting narrative
subjects—are conceived similarly to the Mérode Triptych: gold backdrops were rapidly supplanted by
entirely representational settings, as if it quickly became almost inconceivable for the new mode of
painting to depict a religious scene in anything other than a recognizably worldly space. The
Philadelphia Christ and the Virgin (Fig. 12) and its successors are significant exceptions in that they
deliberately evoke eastern icons that isolate their subjects from any particular time or place, thus
appealing to worshippers in a perpetual present through their timeless divinity. The popular
mainstream of late-medieval religion, however, followed a different path: as devotional practices were
increasingly taken up by a wider range of the religious orders and by laity, devotees were strongly
encouraged to focus on the saints’ real-life experiences and to visualize biblical events as detailed
narratives unfolding in a familiar environment.127 Though such ideas were widespread in texts by the
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On the symbolism of such objects see Barbara Lane, The Altar and the Altarpiece: Sacramental Themes in
Early Netherlandish Painting (New York, 1984), 41-77; Craig Harbison, ‘Realism and symbolism in early
Flemish painting,’ Art Bulletin 66, no. 4 (1984): 588-602; Robert G. Calkins, ‘Secular objects and their
implications in early Netherlandish painting’, in Art into Life: Collected Papers from the Kresge Art Museum
Medieval Symposia, ed. Carol Garrett Fisher and Kathleen L. Scott (East Lansing, 1995), 183-211.
126 Varying theories have been proposed as to the donor and circumstances of production, including a further
revision when the female donor and background messenger were added to the left wing; see Maryan W.
Ainsworth and Keith Christiansen, eds, From Van Eyck to Bruegel: Early Netherlandish Painting in the
Metropolitan Museum of Art (New York, 1998), 92, 95-96; Felix Thürlemann, Robert Campin (Munich, 2002),
58-73; and Kemperdick and Sander, The Master of Flémalle, 195-200. In any case it is clear that the triptych
was painted by more than one artist.
127 Francis X. Taney Sr., Anne Miller, and C. Mary Stallings-Taney, eds, Meditations on the life of Christ
(Asheville, N.C., 2000); James Marrow, Passion Iconography in Northern European Art of the Late Middle
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fourteenth century, it is only in the fifteenth that they were carried out in images to their fullest logical
conclusions. Thus part of the profound appeal of the ars nova must have arisen from its resonance
with already-widespread theories of devotional vision,128 as well as from the intrinsic delight of
seeing substances and spaces so stunningly recreated. While a few early Netherlandish images depict
saints against a wholly abstract ground, and others in a semi-defined space, the great majority occupy
a fully contemporary setting consisting of a landscape and/or interior.
In the case of Rogier van der Weyden’s Braque Triptych (Fig. 19), the contemporary setting
modulates the deliberately iconic rendition of the saints, particularly the frontal Christ set against a
yellow-painted aureole superimposed with mordant-gilded rays.129 Mordant gilding was also applied
to the Virgin’s shorter halo rays, as well as to the hem decoration of the mantles worn by the Virgin
and John the Baptist, and to the sheaves within the coats of arms on the reverse of the wings.130 Thus
as with the De Croÿ diptych and the Last Judgment (Figs. 13-15), if more subtly, the touches of
gilding highlight the patrons’ arms on the exterior and reinforce a visual hierarchy of the holy figures
in the interior. This work was likely commissioned by the Tournai citizen Catherine de Brabant, a
member of a wealthy burgher family, as a memorial to her deceased husband Jean Braque, an
illegitimate descendant of a noble French family with a long history of service at the royal court.131
The continuous background landscape, populated with occasional modern buildings and people in
addition to the baptism of Christ in the left panel, implies that these rather hieratic-looking figures
with their archaic floating speech inscriptions should nevertheless be understood as belonging to and
in the contemporary world; the combination of imagery thus linked earthly life with the saintly realm
to which Jean’s soul had moved.

Ages: A Study of the Transformation of Sacred Metaphor into Descriptive Narrative (Kortrijk, 1979); Sixten
Ringbom, Icon to Narrative: The Rise of the Dramatic Close-Up in Fifteenth-Century Devotional Painting, 2nd
ed. (Doornspijk, 1984).
128 Craig Harbison, ‘Visions and meditations in early Flemish painting,’ Simiolus 15, no. 2 (1985): 87-118; Bret
L. Rothstein, Sight and Spirituality in Early Netherlandish Painting (Cambridge, 2005).
129 On the painting see Blum, Early Netherlandish Triptychs, 29-36; De Vos, Rogier van der Weyden, cat. no.
19; Barbara G. Lane, ‘Early Italian sources for the Braque Triptych,’ The Art Bulletin 62, no. 2 (1980): 281-84.
130 Philippe Lorentz and Micheline Comblen-Sonkes, Musée du Louvre, Paris III (Bruxelles, 2001), 135, 145.
131 Paul Leprieur, ‘Un triptyque de Roger de la Pasture au Musée du Louvre,’ Gazette des beaux-arts 10 (1913):
257-80, at 273-80.
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Most early Netherlandish panels went farther and populated their settings with almost entirely
humanized saints, often not marked out with halos of any kind, as in the Flémalle-group Werl panels
(Fig. 20), once the wings of a triptych likely flanking a lost central image of the Virgin.132 The left
wing was originally planned to be set in a landscape,133 as would have been particularly appropriate
for John the Baptist, but in the final version he was brought into a modern barrel-vaulted room to
fulfil his role as patron saint for the donor Heinrich von Werl (who, as the head of the Cologne
province of Conventual Franciscans, and a well-known professor and preacher, would have viewed
contemporary urban life as the fitting context for his life’s work). The opposite wing visualizes St
Barbara’s day-to-day indoor existence while the construction of her tower takes place in the landscape
seen through the back window. Other than their biblical clothing, the saints are pictured here as fully
occupying the world of 1438, the date inscribed below the donor. No gold is used at all within these
panels, which suits the representational ethos: although the depicted spaces certainly suggest
comfortable prosperity, they do not overtly promote the type of high luxury seen at the Burgundian
court.
Not all panels with detailed settings completely eliminated gold leaf, as seen particularly in
the altarpiece wings painted by Jacques Daret for the Benedictine abbey of Saint-Vaast in Arras (Figs.
21-22), commissioned by abbot Jean du Clercq and completed only three years earlier than the Werl
panels.134 Though contracted specifically to Daret, the likelihood that more than one individual
executed the work is suggested by stylistic variations across the four extant panels135 as well as
variations in the gilding techniques. In the Presentation in the Temple, bands of mordant gilding are
used to depict textile edging and altar decoration, all of it overpainted with shadow-casting pearls and
jewels like those on the Christ and the Virgin halos (Fig. 12). (Similar jewelled textile decoration also
appears in a large-scale Trinity commissioned c. 1430-40 by Leuven’s patrician city secretary Gerard
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Kemperdick and Sander, The Master of Flémalle, cat. no. 22.
Carmen Garrido, ‘The Campin group paintings in the Prado Museum’, in Foister and Nash, Robert Campin,
55-70, at 56-57.
134 Kemperdick and Sander, The Master of Flémalle, cat. no. 13. The Visitation and Adoration of the Magi are
in Berlin, the Nativity in the Thyssen-Bornemisza in Madrid, and the Presentation in the Temple in the Petit
Palais in Paris.
135 Hanley, ‘Review of exhibition: Der Meister von Flémalle und Rogier van der Weyden’, 579.
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van Baussele.136) Broad patches of gold leaf also appear in Daret’s Adoration of the Magi (Figs. 2121a) to render the objects presented to the Christ Child as well as the central king’s crown. The
vessels are partially overpainted to define their three-dimensional shape, but they nevertheless still
appear much flatter than the rest of the image; perhaps the artist(s) fully intended this effect, since the
magi’s gifts for Christ thereby stand out all the more from the metallic elements of their attire, which
other than the crown are all executed with paint. Symbolically it seems incongruent to have used gold
for the crown—perhaps the implication is that it too should be transferred to Christ.
More delicate lines of gilding define the rays of the star and the Virgin’s and Christ Child’s
halos, as well as the Virgin’s mantle hem embroidery, and this type of delicate linear gilding appears
again with the Virgin and Elizabeth in the Visitation panel (Figs. 22-22a), with further somewhat
broader gilding on the donor’s abbatial staff shaft, mitre, and family coat of arms, thus incorporating
his office and himself personally into the visual hierarchy of materials. In the Presentation in the
Temple tiny touches of gold leaf, now mostly worn away, were also applied to the candle flames, so
that their reflections would literally represent the flickering emission of light; the humbler Nativity
only employs ray gilding, and the Virgin’s blue mantle there does not include the elaborate
embroidery gilding seen in the other three panels (only a single, mostly worn-away line). Thus these
panels experiment with gold’s potential representational purposes as well as its varieties of
application.
The degree of gilding in these panels is unusual, and most subsequent early Netherlandish
paintings restricted mordant gilding (where it appeared at all) to just a few fine lines. In the form of
heavenly or halo rays, the flash of golden light could represent divine presence without intrinsically
contradicting the naturalistic portrayal of earthly objects. Jan van Eyck used such gilded rays in his
Washington Annunciation (Fig. 23), possibly (though not certainly) made for duke Philip the
Good,137 and he or his older brother Hubert also applied mordant-gilded rays emanating from the
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Campbell and Stock, Rogier van der Weyden, cat. no. 69; gold is also used for the lettering on God the
Father’s mantle and for the halo rays.
137 E. Melanie Gifford, ‘Assessing the evolution of van Eyck’s iconography through technical study of the
Washington Annunciation, I’, in Foister, Jones, and Cool, Investigating Jan van Eyck, 59-66, at 65.
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dove of the Holy Spirit in the Ghent Altarpiece (Fig. 28). However, a golden glory originally
underneath this dove was mostly painted over, although it is unknown when or why: either to cover
up what had come to be seen as incongruous, or intended from the outset as a visual device partially
shining through the overlying cloud.138 Van Eyck did not use gold on the surface of any other of his
extant works, although rays of mordant gilding or shell gold do appear in many early Netherlandish
paintings, even some by later artists like Hans Memling and Hugo van der Goes.139 Gilded
embroidered hem decoration also recurs among various Flémalle and Rogier panels; it seems that the
delicacy of application made this form of non-heavenly gilding visually acceptable, if only for a
couple of decades, but, in many panels, such decoration was carried out with paint instead.
In Rogier’s Miraflores Altarpiece (Figs. 24-24a), for example, the decorated hems of the
Virgin’s mantles were painted, whereas on the later St John Altarpiece (Figs. 25-25a) similar mantle
decoration was executed with gold.140 Cost could not have been a motivation here, given that the
Miraflores Altarpiece was commissioned by King Juan II of Castille for the Carthusian monastery he
had recently founded near Burgos, and which he rebuilt in 1452 after a fire. More likely, Rogier
decided to omit gold from the Miraflores Altarpiece in consideration of its austere and enclosed
Carthusian viewers; he also omitted all non-biblical human figures from the two landscape
backgrounds (Fig. 24), as occurs in no other of his paintings, whose background city- and
landscapes—like those of the Flémalle group—always showcase tiny details of daily life. The St John
Altarpiece differs from the Miraflores in both gilding and background narrative detail, particularly
evident in the central panel depicting Christ’s baptism, although because of the unusual compositional
similarities it has been postulated as a later gift for the same Carthusian institution.141
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Van Asperen de Boer, ‘A scientific re-examination of the Ghent Altarpiece’, 188-94; the rays were later
added to and extended. Treatment of this panel under the on-going KIK-IRPA conservation/restoration of the
Ghent Altarpiece is scheduled for 2016-17,
http://www.kikirpa.be/EN/249/461/Restoration%20of%20the%20Ghent%20Altarpiece.htm.
139 For example Memling’s 1487 Maarten van Nieuwenhove Diptych in Bruges and Van der Goes’ c. 1470
Monforte Altarpiece and c. 1480 Adoration of the Shepherds in Berlin.
140 For these works see Kemperdick and Sander, The Master of Flémalle, cat. nos. 29, 37, though the gilding or
lack thereof is not discussed.
141 Ibid., 354. The later copy of the St John Altarpiece probably by Juan de Flandes (see cat. no. 38) appears
not to use gold.
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Occasionally, gold might be used within a panel to make iconographic distinctions: in the
Flémalle-group Nativity in Dijon (Fig. 26),142 the Christ Child emanates mordant-gilded rays, and
shell gold was applied in two places, to the hem of the Virgin’s mantle and the dress of the midwife
seen from behind.143 The other midwife, in contrast, wears a more richly-decorated brocaded dress
but one executed entirely in paint (Fig. 26a); her posture and banderol identify her as Salome, the
midwife who, unlike Azel, doubted the virgin birth and was punished with a withered hand. The slight
gleam on Azel’s dress thus literally highlights her faith and visually aligns her with the Virgin, in
opposition to Salome. The Nativity’s other area of mordant gilding, the blazing sun—conceptually
analogous to Daret’s candle flames, if less persuasive—is a much more overt, even jarring, inclusion
of gold leaf, especially given that the rest of the panel is so renowned for its attention to naturalistic
detail; perhaps it should be interpreted as a failed experiment. In other paintings analogous gilding is
usually reserved for purely divine phenomena, like the Virgin’s aureole and crescent moon in the Aixla-Chapelle Virgin in Glory, commissioned by an unidentified Augustinian abbot.144
All of these works highlight the ars nova’s singular capacity to depict persuasive settings
constructed down to the last detail, not unlike the appeal to today’s video-gamers of richly detailed
and believable environments, enhancing the immersive experience. Where an earlier panel like the St
Denis Altarpiece (Fig. 6) combined simplified narrative episodes of different times and places against
an abstract ground, early Netherlandish panels situate biblical events and saints’ lives in a consistent
and cohesive modern world. That is not to say that time and space are coterminous in these images,145
but the visual evidence suggests that it quickly became the expected norm for painted religious
subjects to appear within fully plausible and contemporary locales, and that representational
persuasiveness became far more valuable to its audiences than the projected worth of the panel’s
material components.
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Ibid., cat. no. 5.
Micheline Comblen-Sonkes, Le Musée des Beaux-Arts de Dijon (Brussels, 1986), 174.
144 Kemperdick and Sander, The Master of Flémalle, cat. no. 10.
145 See Lew Andrews, Story and Space in Renaissance Art: The Rebirth of Continuous Narrative (Cambridge,
1995), 1-33.
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Gilding made pictorial and the paragone with sculpture and textiles
The ars nova’s depiction of immersive spaces must have struck its audiences as particularly
astonishing in comparison with other artistic media of the time, and the panels themselves certainly
suggest a keen self-awareness of their conceptual advantage.146 Netherlandish paintings from the
1420s onwards frequently make a point of replicating all kinds of spaces and surfaces, including other
forms of contemporary art and luxury products like sculpture, metalwork, and textiles.147 The Van
Eycks’ Ghent Altarpiece in particular (Figs. 27-28), in format a puzzling conjunction of
heterogeneous panels in various scales of representation, presents across its open and closed states a
virtual compendium of everything that painting could render, from different sorts of objects and
figures to the various spaces within which they could be situated—interior rooms, extended
landscape, background cityscape, shallow stone niches, semi- and entirely abstract grounds. This
variety evidently appealed to the patrons under whom the work was completed, the patrician
burgomaster of Ghent Jodocus Vijd and his wife Elizabeth Borluut, themselves depicted with
persuasive realism on the exterior wings.148 No other artistic medium at that time could equal these
broad-ranging powers of depiction, including miniatures in illuminated manuscripts, which could
represent space, detail, and illumination but not all of the sophisticated optical properties of painting
in oil.149
Where pre-Eyckian paintings tried to look like metalwork (Figs. 4-6), ars nova painters
instead firmly emphasized their key differences from other visual media. Here I argue that the firstgeneration painters’ experimentation with, and ultimate rejection of, gilding was closely connected
with their simultaneous establishment of panel painting as an independent practice from sculpture.
Even though sculpture is literally three-dimensional, it could not match the new paintings’ remarkable
rendition of spatial depth; early sculpted works instead typically projected forward from a flat ground,
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An analogous visual case for painters’ self-awareness has been argued in Till-Holger Borchert, ‘Rogier’s St.
Luke: the case for corporate identification’, in Rogier van der Weyden, St Luke Drawing the Virgin: Selected
Essays in Context, ed. Carol J. Purtle (Turnhout, 1997), 61-87.
147 Grams-Thieme, Lebendige Steine; Hugo van der Velden, ‘Defrocking St. Eloy: Petrus Christus’s vocational
portrait of a goldsmith,’ Simiolus 26, no. 4 (1998): 242-76; Lisa Monnas, Merchants, Princes and Painters: Silk
Fabrics in Italian and Northern Paintings, 1300-1550 (New Haven, 2008).
148 Harbison, Jan van Eyck, 220, 256.
149 Hanley, ‘The Optical Concerns of Jan van Eyck’s Painting Practice’, 180-237.
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their surfaces emphasized by polychromy and gilding. A number of early ars nova painted panels
depict sculpture and/or hanging textiles in near-trompe-l’oeil in a shallow space to achieve an
analogous effect of a figure appearing to project forward, and they experiment with how gilding might
augment this illusion, thus interrogating painting’s artistic capacities in overt comparison with other
familiar art forms of the time. Before long, however, these configurations became less common in the
panels by leading Netherlandish painters, as they instead concentrated on painting’s singular capacity
to suggest spatial depth, with which gilding could only interfere; only on the painted wings of later
carved altarpieces do figures again appear juxtaposed against gilded cloths in shallow space, often
with flat gilded halo discs as well.150 The Netherlandish practice was unusual, since German and
Spanish painters throughout the fifteenth century regularly juxtaposed naturalistic figures against a
flattened gilded backdrop, as if this was an aesthetic tension they fully expected from painted
panels.151 Thus early Netherlandish painters made a specific practice of minimizing or eliminating
gold leaf in conjunction with minimizing awareness of the panel surface and its materials of creation,
while the practice of gilding remained associated with sculpture.
Pre-Eyckian painters typically worked closely with sculptors, and that was also the case for
the first generation of Eyckian painters.152 Sculpture in this period was rarely left completely bare.
Expensive materials like alabaster or marble might be only partially painted to leave much of the
surface visible (and thus available for admiration), but stone and wood would normally be entirely
covered in paint and gold leaf, even if the high cost of polychromy (especially gilding) sometimes led
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Geelen and Steyaert, Imitation and Illusion, 85-103.
See for example the work of Stefan Lochner and his successors, Frank Günter Zehnder, ed., Stefan Lochner,
Meister zu Köln: Herkunft-Werke-Wirkung, 3rd ed. (Cologne, 1993), and the collection of fifteenth-century
Spanish paintings at the Museu Nacional d’Art de Catalunya in Barcelona, Maria Rosa Manote i Clivilles et al.,
Gothic Art Guide, trans. Andrew Langdon-Davies (Barcelona, 2000).
152 Hans Nieuwdorp et al., ‘Sculptors and painters in the early Netherlands around 1400’, in Campbell and
Stock, Rogier van der Weyden, 82-101; Till-Holger Borchert, ‘Claus Sluter and early Netherlandish painting:
Robert Campin and Jan van Eyck’, in Fliegel and Jugie, Art from the Court of Burgundy, 345-51 (esp. 346-48).
Documented cases of painters polychroming sculpture are also discussed in Douglas Brine, ‘Campin’s
contemporaries: painting in Tournai in the early fifteenth century’, in Nys and Vanwijnsberghe, Campin in
Context, 101-12, and in the same valume Daniel Lievois, ‘“Le chêne qui cache la forêt - Van (een) Eyck die het
bos verbergt!”: la peinture sur panneau à Gand à l’époque de Robert Campin et de Jan van Eyck’, 205-21.
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to long delays.153 The Altarpiece of the Crucifixion commissioned by duke Philip the Bold for the
Champmol Charterhouse (Figs. 29-30)154 exemplifies the typical relationship between painting and
sculpture at the time that the ars nova began, and it also shows a typical wooden sculpted altarpiece
format (if slightly unusual in shape) prior to the development of the entirely painted retable. The
interior of the altarpiece (Fig. 29) consists entirely of small-scale carving by Jacques de Baerze, a
combination of single figures on the inside wings and narrative scenes in the centre, standing against a
patterned gilded backdrop and surmounted by micro-architectural canopies (which today are heavily
but faithfully restored).155 All of these sculpted elements were polychromed and gilded
(predominantly surviving in the original) by Melchior Broederlam, who also painted the exterior
scenes on the wings (Fig. 30). All of the drapery of the interior statuettes is gilded (Fig. 29a)—pure
gold for outer clothing, sometimes brocaded gowns in red or blue underneath—so that the opened
retable could almost be taken for solid metalwork, whereas the painted drapery on the exterior wings
is rendered in deeply saturated colours. The painted wings also (somewhat paradoxically) depict a
greater spatial depth than the interior, with the burnished gold background serving semirepresentationally as sky rather than the purely flat abstract backdrop of the interior. Broederlam’s
wings have often been discussed by art historians without reference to the rest of the altarpiece, but it
is important to recognize that he painted these scenes with the same materials that he used to
polychrome the interior sculpture, if with a reduced proportion of gilding to colour, for an effect
closer to enamels. This would have been a common experience for painters of the time, who often
worked with stone sculpture as well as wood—for instance Philip the Bold’s court painter Jean
Malouel gilded and polychromed Claus Sluter’s large stone crucifixion group at Champmol known as
the Well of Moses, though most of the polychromy is now worn away.156
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Jacobs, Early Netherlandish Carved Altarpieces, 82-87, 280 note 36; Susie Nash, “No Equal in Any Land”:
André Beauneveu, Artist to the Courts of France and Flanders (London, 2007), 49-51.
154 Fliegel and Jugie, Art from the Court of Burgundy, cat. nos. 68-70.
155 Ibid., 195.
156 Susie Nash, ‘“The Lord’s Crucifix of costly workmanship”: colour, collaboration and the making of
meaning on the Well of Moses’, in Circumlitio. The Polychromy of Antique and Late Medieval Sculpture, ed.
Vinzenz Brinkmann, Oliver Primavesi, and M. Hollein (Frankfurt, 2010), 356-81; Louis Courajod, ‘La
polychromie dans le statuaire du moyen age et de la Renaissance,’ Mémoires de la Société nationale des
Antiquaires de France 8 (1887): 193-274, at 206-11.
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The leading named figures of the ars nova known to have been working already in the 1420s
are all documented as having themselves polychromed sculpture in stone and/or wood, though almost
none of this work survives. Hubert van Eyck was commissioned in 1426 to polychrome a statue of
Saint Anthony in Ghent; Robert Campin gilded and polychromed sculpture on numerous occasions in
Tournai from 1406/7 onwards, including in 1428 an extant stone Annunciation group by Jean
Delemer, during the period when Rogier van der Weyden and Jacques Daret were both registered in
his workshop.157 Rogier himself is recorded as polychroming and gilding sculpture in 1427 or 1428
and again 1433-35 in Tournai, then in Brussels he polychromed a stone votive monument in 1439-40
and a wooden tomb effigy in 1458-59 (possibly he also designed both works); in the last year of his
life he polychromed a statue from the facade of the Coudenberg palace.158 Jan van Eyck gilded and
polychromed six stone statues for the facade of Bruges’ town hall in 1434, and was paid extra for the
quality of his work.159 Jacques Daret’s panels from the Saint-Vaast abbey (Figs. 21-22) constituted
the wings of a sculpted altarpiece created to house alabaster apostles that the abbot had purchased
from a German merchant, and Daret executed the gilding and polychromy of the altarpiece ensemble
as well as other sculpted works in the church. His father and grandfather had both been sculptors in
wood.160
This same generation of painters, whether despite or (more likely) as a consequence of this
experience, firmly established the independence of panel painting from sculpture. Moreover, this
process went hand-in-hand with the near-elimination of gold leaf from panels, even while extensive
gilding continued on sculpted works. Sculptural polychromy and gilding emphasized the ground
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W.H. James Weale, Hubert and John van Eyck: Their Life and Work (London and New York, 1908), xxixxxx; Thürlemann, Robert Campin, 336-58. The original polychromy is unfortunately covered by nineteenthcentury overpaint; see Campbell and Stock, Rogier van der Weyden, cat. no. 26, and Camille De Clercq,
Lieselote Hoornaert, and Jana Sanyova, ‘“The Annunciation” by Jean Delemer and Robert Campin: highlights
of the material technical study and conservation-restoration treatment’, in Campbell, Rogier van der Weyden in
Context, 267-77.
158 Albert Châtelet, Rogier van der Weyden: problèmes de la vie et de l’œuvre (Strasbourg, 1999), 14-18, 22-23,
34-35, 39.
159 Maximiliaan P.J. Martens, ‘Artistic Patronage in Bruges Institutions, ca. 1440-1482’ (University of
California, Santa Barbara, 1992), 91.
160 Henri Loriquet, Journal des travaux d’art exècutès dans l’abbaye de Saint-Vaast par l’abbé Jean du Clercq
(1429-1461) (Arras, 1889); Vera F. Vines, ‘A reassessment of Jacques Daret in the context of Robert Campin’s
workshop in Tournai’, in Foister and Nash, Robert Campin, 197-206.
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surface of the object; by implication, sculpture needed colour for best effect and, in cases of extensive
gilding, sought to align itself with the high-end decorative arts. The new panel painting, on the other
hand, quickly established its value by eliminating attention to the artwork’s surface. None of the
leading Netherlandish painters who began working in the 1440s or later, including Petrus Christus,
Dieric Bouts, Hans Memling, Hugo van der Goes and Gerard David, appear to have worked directly
with sculpture (if occasionally still with manuscripts, as had many of the first ars nova artists).161 Nor
for the most part did these later painters use much gilding, though with a few notable exceptions on
atypical objects such as Hans Memling’s St Ursula Shrine and Hugo van der Goes’ Trinity organ
wings.162 By the later fifteenth century, those artists who polychromed sculpture and/or painted the
wing panels for carved altarpieces were typically specialists in these practices rather than the leading
panel painters, who focused on fully painted artworks.163 An essential factor of the ars nova, then,
was its redefinition of painting’s independent field of expertise. The leading panel painters may have
increasingly designed for other media including sculpture, tapestry, and embroidery164—thus
reinforcing their claim to creative authority—but by the second generation they only executed painted
images, which included ever less gold leaf.
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Thomas Kren and Maryan W. Ainsworth, ‘Illuminators and painters: artistic exchanges and
interelationships’, in Illuminating the Renaissance: the Triumph of Flemish Manuscript Painting in Europe, ed.
Thomas Kren and Scot McKendrick (Los Angeles, 2003), 35-57, and part one of the catalogue; Stephanie Buck,
‘Petrus Christus’ Berlin wings and the Metropolitan Museum’s Eyckian diptych’, in Petrus Christus in
Renaissance Bruges: An Interdisciplinary Approach, ed. Maryan W. Ainsworth (New York, 1995), 65-83;
Maryan W. Ainsworth, ‘“Diverse patterns pertaining to the crafts of painters or illuminators”: Gerard David and
the Bening Workshop,’ Master Drawings 41, no. 3 (2003): 240-65; Vanwijnsberghe, ‘Robert Campin and
Tournaisian manuscript painting’; Campbell, ‘Rogier van der Weyden and manuscript illumination’.
162 Jeanne Nuechterlein, ‘Hans Memling’s St Ursula shrine: the subject as object of pilgrimage’, in Art and
Architecture of Late Medieval Pilgrimage in Northern Europe and the British Isles, ed. Sarah Blick and Rita
Tekippe (Leiden, 2004), 51-75; Colin Thompson and Lorne Campbell, Hugo van der Goes and the Trinity
Panels in Edinburgh (Glasgow, 1974), 74-75, 79-81.
163 See Jacobs, Early Netherlandish Carved Altarpieces, 99-102. There are a couple of partial exceptions: in the
early sixteenth century the north Netherlandish artist Hieronymus Bosch painted the wings for a sculpted
altarpiece and supervised, though did not carry out, the altarpiece polychromy, Jacobs, 99-100; in 1453-59 the
French-born painter and illuminator Simon Marmion painted the wings for the St Bertin Altarpiece whose
central shrine contained sculpture in gilded silver, Rainald Grosshans, ‘Simon Marmion. Das Retabel von SaintBertin zu Saint-Omer. Zur Rekonstruktion und Entstehungsgeschichte des Altares,’ Jahrbuch der Berliner
Museen 33 (1991): 63-98.
164 Fransen, ‘A passion for carving’; Lorne Campbell, ‘Rogier van der Weyden and tapestry’, 238-50; Elizabeth
Cleland, ‘Tapestries as a transnational artistic commodity’, in Locating Renaissance Art, ed. Carol M.
Richardson (London, 2007), 102-32, esp. 111-13; Trnek, ‘The liturgical vestments’, 213-22.
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Painting’s traditional ties to sculpture are reflected in the frequent depiction within early ars
nova panels of unpolychromed stone sculpture (interestingly not bare wooden sculpture), particularly
on the exterior wings of altarpieces like Van Eyck’s Ghent Altarpiece (Fig. 27), Rogier’s Last
Judgment (Fig. 15), the Flémalle-group Holy Trinity panel in Frankfurt from a dismembered
altarpiece (Fig. 38), and the stone St John the Baptist on the reverse of another Frankfurt Flémallegroup panel, the Thief to the Left of Christ (Fig. 33), the only remaining fragment of a large
Deposition altarpiece. All of these ensembles equally experimented with the depiction of hanging
brocaded textiles, to which I will return shortly. Rogier also depicted unpainted stone architectural
carving framing the narrative scenes in the Miraflores and St John altarpieces (Figs. 24-25). In
depicting sculpture without polychromy, such images highlight painting’s ability to persuasively
reproduce a three-dimensional medium in two dimensions while making it perfectly obvious that the
figures are sculpted rather than ‘real’, and the practice may also have addressed contemporary
concerns about art’s potential to evoke idolatry.165 On folding-wing altarpieces the grey colour of the
stone further served liturgical expectations that the exteriors should appear less glorious than the
interiors, and on triptychs of all kinds it reinforced the sense of threshold distinction between exterior
and interior.166 But sculpture is also thereby presented as painters themselves would have encountered
it, as waiting to be brought to completion (and, in a sense, to life) by the application of their art.167
The paragone with sculpture is expressed differently in a work made towards the end of the
century, at a time when the separation of sculpture from painting had become firmly established. In a
now-dismembered painted altarpiece by the Master of Saint Augustine (Fig. 31),168 delicate gilding
has been applied in typical fashion to the saint’s short halo rays, but very unusually, especially for
such a late work, broad patches of gold leaf were also used to render the carved altarpiece in the
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Constanze Itzel, ‘Peinture et hétérodoxie. La peinture flamande à la lumière du débat sur les images’, in Nys
and Vanwijnsberghe, Campin in Context, 139-54.
166 Lynn F. Jacobs, Opening Doors: the Early Netherlandish Triptych Reinterpreted (University Park, 2012),
34-40, 62-65.
167 Early Netherlandish Carved Altarpieces, 89; Borchert, ‘Rogier’s St. Luke’, 63. Some scholars have
discounted the idea that these sculptures are meant to be seen as unfinished; see Jacobs, Opening Doors, 37 with
further references.
168 Ainsworth and Christiansen, From Van Eyck to Bruegel, 128-32; one of its wings is now in Dublin, with
another fragment in Aachen.
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central chapel. Detailed overpainting establishes the sculpted narratives as a Passion sequence: the
Crucifixion can be made out at the centre, as well as Christ at Gesthemane and the arrest, the nailing
to the cross, a deposition or lamentation, and Christ’s resurrection. Above the small folding wings
depicting the other two members of the Trinity, a winged tabernacle encloses a statuette of the Virgin
and Child (Fig. 31a). In format the tabernacle broadly recalls the c. 1395-1400 Tower Retable in
Antwerp, and the painter included sufficient detail to identify the tiny narratives.169 He also
meticulously rendered two metal processional crosses erected behind the altar, grisaille stained glass
images of standing saints, and elaborate embroidered and brocaded vestments. It is striking that all of
the metallic textiles, as well as the crosses and the bishops’ croziers, are rendered in paint alone and
are placed convincingly in three-dimensional space, whereas the real gold leaf applied to the carved
altarpiece has a rather flattening effect when directly illuminated (Fig. 31a). This is a work by a minor
master, whose juxtaposition of varied narratives betrays some awkwardness of spatial organisation, so
the seemingly archaic use of gilding could be perceived as a throwback by an artist insensitive to the
disruptive visual properties of gold leaf. However, given the panel’s insistent emphasis on its capacity
to represent various types of artwork convincingly'it seems more likely that the painter deliberately
turned the sculpted altarpiece into the flattest element of the scene, if also the most literally flashy.
Some decades earlier, during the emergence of the ars nova, the paragone with sculpture, and
the claim for painting’s superiority, is most overt in Rogier van der Weyden’s Deposition (Fig. 32),
created for the chapel of the crossbowmen’s guild on the outskirts of Leuven.170 At some point in its
history the panel had wings, although they do not survive and it is uncertain if they were planned at
the outset.171 As has often been observed, the figures are squeezed into a shallow inverted-T-shaped
box whose corners are decorated with small details of carved architectural tracery, like a highly
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171 De Vos, Rogier van der Weyden, 31-33; Verougstraete and Schoute, ‘Frames and supports in Campin’s
time’, 92.
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simplified carved altarpiece caisse.172 In comparison with Baerze and Broederlam’s Altarpiece of the
Crucifixion (Figs. 29-30), Rogier’s panel combines the bright saturated colours of a painted exterior
with the projected-relief narrative of a carved interior, though on a far larger scale; thus the overall
effect is of a narrative group from a carved altarpiece magnified and come to life.
What has not previously been discussed is how the competition with sculpture is heightened
by Rogier’s use of gold in establishing the painted space. As with Philippe de Croÿ’s devotional
diptych (Fig. 13) and the Last Judgment (Fig. 14), Rogier used unburnished gold leaf for the
background, overpainted with a network of small flecks of semi-translucent paint. However, where
the overpaint in those other two panels creates semi-abstract heavenly spaces of undefined depth, here
it is organized into shading that visually establishes the specific construction of the carved shrine (Fig.
32a). Moreover, unlike the later altarpiece depicted by the Master of Saint Augustine (Fig. 31a), the
shrine here constitutes the entire work, rather than being situated as an isolated object within deeper
space. Thus Rogier’s Deposition appears to depict a three-dimensional setting whose interior is
gilded, rather than looking like a flat panel with a gilded ground.173 The shallowness of the depicted
depth, together with the overpainted shading, reduces the risk that the shine of light on the gold leaf
will contradict the represented space by drawing attention to the panel’s surface. The painting thus
foregrounds Rogier’s capacity to master, and then surpass, the best that contemporary sculpture could
do, and it particularly demonstrates his concern to incorporate gold as a pictorial feature rather than
emphasize it as a material: he manipulates the gilding to enhance the perception that gold has been
depicted rather than merely applied.
Hubert or Jan van Eyck174 achieved a similar effect in the Ghent Altarpiece in gilding the
semi-circular arches behind God, Mary, and John the Baptist in the upper register of the interior (Figs.
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De Vos, Rogier van der Weyden, 12-15.
The same technique appears in the 1443 Edelheere Triptych in St Pieter, Leuven, which imitates the
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28-28a). Again unburnished gold leaf is overpainted with depicted shading, in this case not tiny flecks
but thin layers of glazing (as on the Philadelphia diptych, Fig. 12).175 Compared with Rogier’s
Deposition, the resulting impression is arguably somewhat closer to trompe-l’oeil, as if Van Eyck has
almost conjured into existence an actual three-dimensional gilded surface, although in the context of
the whole altarpiece it seems clear that viewers are expected to marvel at its visual persuasiveness
rather than mistake its true nature. The gold leaf again establishes the back plane of a defined shallow
space, but the Van Eycks made no attempt to maintain a consistent ground plane across the entire
altarpiece (Figs. 27-28), as if part of their intention lay in exploring how paint could define a wide
range of depicted depths.
In another seminal work of the ars nova, the Thief panel in Frankfurt (Fig. 33), the nature of
the gilded backdrop is much more ambiguous.176 On the panel’s reverse, which would have been the
upper part of the exterior right wing, the damaged remainder of a stone John the Baptist stands in a
shallow niche underneath what appears to be a metallic canopy, though depicted entirely with paint,
whereas the interior multi-figural Deposition (of which the Thief is only a small fragment) juxtaposed
the narrative against a gilded backdrop. The full composition is known from various later imitations
including a c. 1500 reduced-size copy now in Liverpool,177 which appears to faithfully reproduce the
figures and landscape but sets them against a blue sky; as with the Berlin Crucifixion (Fig. 16),
audiences at that later date clearly viewed the still-admired figural composition as incompatible with a
non-naturalistic setting.
At the time it was made, however, this large triptych altarpiece appears to have deliberately
presented itself as a painted alternative to what would then have been the far more familiar carved

mid-May 1435; see the conclusion of Hugo van der Velden, ‘A reply to Volker Herzner and a note on the
putative author of the Ghent Quatrain,’ Simiolus 35, no. 3-4 (2011): 131-41, with a fuller article to follow.
175 Paul Coremans, L’Agneau mystique au laboratoire. Examen et traitement (Antwerp, 1953), 101. Van
Asperen de Boer, ‘A scientific re-examination of the Ghent Altarpiece’, 165-66 discusses the gilding and the
painting of the inscriptions though not the shading technique.
176 Kemperdick and Sander, The Master of Flémalle, cat. no. 8; on this and Rogier’s Deposition as references to
carved altarpieces, 222-23.
177 Ibid., fig. 125.
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format.178 It may have been commissioned by the patrician Jacob Biese the Elder for the parish
church of St James in Bruges, a city postulated as an important production centre for early carved
altarpieces before the impetus moved to Brabant later in the century.179 Only a handful of pre-1450
carved altarpieces survive, mostly ones that were exported outside the Low Countries; the earliest are
the two in Dijon carved for Champmol in the 1390s (of which Figs. 29-30 is one), known from the
accounts to have been modelled after existing altarpieces in Dendermonde and the Cistercian Bijloke
abbey in Ghent, and just a few further carved altarpieces are dated around 1410-20, plus a few more
in the 1430s-40s. The total amounts to fewer than 20 pre-1450 works, and unfortunately virtually
none of these survives in an original state with full polychromy and gilding; for instance the gilding
on the central carving of the high altarpiece in St Reinoldi in Dortmund (Fig. 34) was stripped off at
some point between 1853 and 1890.180 Like the Baerze/Broederlam Altarpiece of the Crucifixion
(Figs. 29-30), arguably the best preserved, and like the fictive altarpiece depicted by the Master of
Saint Augustine (Fig. 31), most of these works present small-scale single saints and narrative scenes
underneath extensive micro-architectural canopies, and those with remaining original polychromy are
extensively water gilded with a limited range of other, mostly flesh tones; the majority also have an
inverted T-shape, often depicting the crucifixion in the centre, with carved inner wings that are
sometimes painted on the exterior (as at Champmol), although, by around 1430-40, the wings were
generally entirely painted on both sides, as already in the Dortmund altarpiece (Fig. 33). After the
earliest works, carved altarpieces also soon devoted much more of their sculpture and/or microarchitectural background to establishing an implied setting for the narratives, perhaps in response to
the ars nova.181 Later carved altarpieces display the same characteristics, although they are usually
dominated more heavily by narrative and polychromed with a much wider range of colours.182
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In contrast to southern German carved altarpieces, which normally feature large single figures
in limewood with smaller narratives reserved for wing reliefs, Netherlandish carved altarpieces used a
small scale for both carved and painted elements, in part due to origins and market expectations, in
part a consequence of the Baltic oak planks most commonly used to carve the figural scenes.183
Small-scale sculpted figural groups set in a shallow space would also have been familiar to
Netherlandish audiences from stone memorials, particularly those manufactured in Tournai (Fig.
35).184 Therefore the Flémalle-group Deposition’s highly unusual life-size scale on both exterior and
interior (Fig. 33)—which never became common in either panel painting or sculpted altarpieces in the
Burgundian Netherlands—would have presented a pronounced alternative to familiar works, similar
to Rogier’s slightly later Deposition (Fig. 32) but on an even more magnificent scale.
The painted Deposition also differentiated itself in other respects from contemporary carved
altarpieces, including the lack of micro-architecture, the somewhat broader palette range, and the
stone sculpture depicted on the exterior. What does nevertheless distinctly recall carved altarpieces is
the interior’s juxtaposition of a powerfully modelled figural narrative against a gleaming gold setting
(though unburnished rather than water gilded). The effect is of strong relief, analogous to the
Philadelphia Christ and the Virgin (Fig. 12),185 but used for a narrative rather than iconic subject, like
the Berlin Crucifixion in its original state (Fig. 16). The juxtaposition creates a distinct visual contrast,
as do early sculpted narratives themselves in presenting literally three-dimensional figural scenes
silhouetted against an undefined flat ground (Figs. 29-29a). What is particularly striking about the
Thief remnant is the distinctive technique used for gilding the background: it is made with mordantgilded applied cast reliefs, as with Hendrik van Rijn’s 1363 epitaph (Fig. 4), but rather than a heraldic
motif the reliefs here constitute raised patterns of stripes that imitate brocaded cloth (Fig. 33a). The
wear of the intervening centuries makes it difficult to discern the pattern (consisting of alternating
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Ibid., 239-44; see also Michael Baxandall, The Limewood Sculptors of Renaissance Germany (New Haven,
1980), especially 27-69.
184 Ludovic Nys, Les tableaux votifs tournaisiens en pierre 1350-1475 (Louvain-la-Neuve, 2001).
185 Kemperdick and Sander, The Master of Flémalle, 222.
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decorated banderols and birds on pomegranates),186 but it would have been much more evident in its
original state.
The applied brocade technique had at that time only recently been introduced: its first known
fifteenth-century appearance is on the painted wings of the carved Netherlandish altarpiece acquired
c. 1420-25 by Hanseatic merchants for St Reinoldi in Dortmund (Fig. 34), and it appears again in a
slightly later German triptych in Cologne, with the Thief/Deposition following soon after.187 Applied
brocades were also used in two further extant ars nova works, on the Ghent Altarpiece for the three
brocaded hangings behind the upper central figures (Figs. 28-28a), and on the exterior wings of
Rogier’s Last Judgment Altarpiece for the hangings behind the donors (Figs. 15-15a), though most of
the actual reliefs in the latter case have worn away.188 In contrast to the Thief fragment, both of these
works clearly depict textiles hanging in a defined space, although the Ghent Altarpiece gives little
indication of how the cloths are suspended or their precise physical relationship to the gilded arches.
All three works use the technique called continuous applied brocade: the panel was covered by tin
rectangles in which the brocaded reliefs had been cast, rather than the alternative possibility of
applying individual cast cut-outs for each pattern repeat (called local applied brocades—both
techniques were used on the Dortmund altarpiece panels to depict various brocaded textiles, Fig.
34).189 Thereafter applied brocades disappeared from Netherlandish panel painting, other than on a
few wing panels of carved altarpieces made later in the century by specialists in this practice (not the
leading panel painters). But they became very common on sculpture, and they also appeared in wall
painting, as well as on panel paintings in other countries including many parts of Germany and
Spain.190
In virtually all of these cases, whether in painting or on sculpted figures, gilded applied
brocades were designed to create a visual mimesis of gold-shot textiles: the raised lines of gilded tin
186
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Geelen and Steyaert, Imitation and Illusion, 549.
‘Relief decorations in the art of around 1400’, 170-72; Imitation and Illusion, 31-33, 49-50 and cat. nos. G2-
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Imitation and Illusion, 36-39 and cat. nos. 37 and F2; Ingrid Geelen, ‘Modelling splendour: applied brocade
in the Ghent Altarpiece’, in De Mey, Martens, and Stroo, Vision & Material, 129-39.
189 Geelen and Steyaert, Imitation and Illusion, 76-80.
190 Ibid., 39, 85-137.
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replicate the parallel lines of woven gold thread, and the surrounding areas were usually painted over
to represent the silk parts of the fabric, as in the Ghent Altarpiece (Fig. 28a); the Last Judgment gold
cloths may once have been similarly overpainted with red detailing, judging by a few fragments
around the figures (Figs. 15-15a). On sculpture, where represented brocades lie on the work’s surface
both literally and conceptually, applied gilded relief has strong trompe-l’oeil potential, but given that
most panel paintings conceptually situate represented textiles well behind the actual panel surface,
applied brocades are likely to create greater visual ambiguity. Hence, it would seem, their limitation
to just a couple of works, and in those rare cases for hangings portrayed at a relatively shallow
distance exactly parallel to the picture plane.
In comparison with the Last Judgment and the Ghent Altarpiece, the Thief panel (Fig. 33)
seems to acknowledge this potential for visual conflict and leave it deliberately unresolved, since
although in part the brocade looks like a literal rendition of gold cloth, it cuts off along the line of the
landscape and thus serves the traditional function of a general patterned background, like those seen
in earlier illuminated manuscripts (Fig. 8). In later carved German altarpieces the interior of the caisse
was sometimes decorated with applied brocades behind the standing figures of saints,191 so possibly
the Deposition’s unique background was meant to imitate sculpted altarpieces, although direct
comparisons are virtually impossible given the dearth of surviving evidence, and punched decorations
may have been more common in Netherlandish works (Fig. 29). In any case, it seems likely that, like
the Philadelphia Christ and the Virgin (Fig. 12), the Flémalle-group Deposition deliberately created a
visual paradox by evoking contrasting impressions of flat ground and depth, painting and sculpture,
abstract space and textiles, thus making the scene from Christ’s Passion appear simultaneously
timeless/visionary and immediate/present, a potent combination for an image serving as a backdrop to
the Eucharist.192
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K. W. Bachmann, E. Oellermann, and J. Taubert, ‘The conservation and technique of the Herlin Altarpiece
(1466),’ Studies in Conservation 15, no. 4 (1970): 327-69, esp. 354-65; Geelen and Steyaert, Imitation and
Illusion, 54.
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Medieval Culture (Cambridge, 1991), especially 12-82. See also Peter Humfrey and Martin Kemp, eds, The
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In doing so, this work presented painting as a conceptually richer medium than sculpture.
Where the extensive gilding of early carved altarpieces was designed to look like precious
metalwork193—as is particularly evident in the Champmol altarpieces (Fig. 29), as well as the
depicted altarpiece by the Master of Saint Augustine (Figs. 31-31a), and even to some degree the
Dortmund altarpiece, despite the loss of so much of its gilding (Fig. 34)—the Thief fragment
transposes the back-lit effect of such works into a painterly realm. Moreover, like Rogier’s later
Philippe de Croÿ diptych (Fig. 13), the panel invites viewers to compare the real gleaming leaf of the
background with skilful painted imitation of metallic and jewelled detail, since the clothing of the two
men at the base of the cross is done entirely with paint. Such overt contrast occurs in a number of
works of this era, often seemingly for aesthetic and conceptual reasons (like the Master of Saint
Augustine’s triptych, Fig. 31) rather than the differentiating iconographic function in the Flémallegroup Nativity (Figs. 26-26a). Rogier’s Deposition for instance (Figs. 32-32a) renders the gold-thread
textiles worn by Nicodemus and Joseph of Arimathea with paint alone; in the Ghent Altarpiece (Figs.
28-28a) the jewelled metalwork and the golden border decoration of the garments worn by the Virgin,
God the Father, and John the Baptist are also rendered entirely in paint; and Rogier’s Last Judgment
outer wings (Fig. 15) juxtaposes real gilding on the coats of arms and the hanging cloths-of-gold with
the painted brocaded cloths covering the prie-dieux. In all of these cases, the difference in materials
would have been clearly evident from the action of light on the panel surface, and they appear to be
motivated by representational persuasiveness: the objects that project in three dimensions use paint,
whereas only the purely flat surfaces are gilded. Surely the artists expected viewers to admire the
achievements of the paint rather than perceive it as inferior to the adjacent gold.
Flat brocaded hangings were also created with a more painterly gilding technique in a few
other early Flémalle-group panels. In the case of the Cleveland panel depicting John the Baptist (Fig.
11), the entire background was gilded and partly covered over in green paint to simulate a brocaded
cloth, although compared to later more sophisticated techniques it looks distinctly flat, more like a
patterned backdrop than a true textile. A far more persuasive representation appears in two of the
193
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three Frankfurt panels for which the ‘Master of Flémalle’ was originally named, respectively
depicting St Veronica and the Virgin and Child before different brocade hangings (Figs. 36-37),
similar to those seen on the Ghent altarpiece.194 Here, however, the technique is not applied relief but
gilding on a thick mordant, thick enough that the patterns are slightly raised as they would be on a
cast relief.195 These panels thus use a more painterly technique to achieve an analogous effect to the
applied brocades of the Ghent Altarpiece, although the two Frankfurt panels slightly vary in approach.
On the Veronica, the striated lines are closer together and directly imitate the appearance of local
applied brocades, the type that is cut out rather than an entire square of tin applied (Fig. 36a); in the
Virgin panel, the raised gilded lines of mordant are a little broader and more separated from each
other, as if attempting to look more like brocaded cloth itself rather than applied brocades (Fig. 37a).
Here the broader interstices have led to greater flaking of the leaf, so that currently, when seen in
person, the Veronica backdrop appears to have brighter gold, although that would surely not
originally have been the case.196
The backgrounds of the two Flémalle panels still appear distinctively flat, and only the
bottom-edge borders of the hanging textiles can be seen, thus enhancing an ambiguous
ground/projection effect as in the Philadelphia Christ and the Virgin (Fig. 12) and the Thief panel
(Fig. 33). This is particularly exacerbated in the Virgin by the flat jewel-encrusted halos (similar to
those on the Philadelphia panel), applied over a bole; they have been covered with a thick coloured
glaze,197 perhaps to moderate the gleam as far as possible, though it has not yet been possible to
conclude whether the halos are burnished or unburnished (the latter seems much more likely). Like
the Flémalle-group Deposition, these panels appear to have been conceived in relation to sculpture,
but this time probably as part of a carved rather than fully painted altarpiece: the most convincing
reconstruction of the original ensemble proposes a double-winged sculpted altarpiece displaying, in
the interior, two rows of half-sized sculpture, with sculpted reliefs on the open innermost pair of
194
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wings. These would have closed to show, together with the open outer wings, a sequence of four
standing saints against brocades, including the Veronica and Virgin; and then the closed outer pair of
painted wings depicted two scenes of grisaille sculpture in shallow niches, including the Holy Trinity
(Fig. 38), the third panel of the extant group.198 The work would therefore have moved in a sequence
from depictions of semi-trompe-l’oeil unpolychromed sculpture on the exterior, to painted threedimensional-looking figures projected against semi-trompe-l’oeil textiles on the first open wings, to
smaller, though now genuinely three-dimensional carved and polychromed figures, probably set
against a flat ground. It seems likely then that the painter(s) of these panels deliberately created a
visual artistic dialogue with textiles and sculpture, exploring how painting might recreate the specific
visual effects of each medium.
Still, the flat ground remains somewhat contradictory to the striking projection of the figures
themselves, a tension reinforced by the further gilding on the Virgin panel. In the Veronica (Fig. 36),
gold only appears on the back hanging; she has no halo, and the metallic detailing on the hem of her
dress was created with paint (thus, as with so many other panels, inviting the viewer to note the
contrast). The Virgin, on the other hand, not only has her ostentatious halo, but the brocade on her
dress has been created with mordant gilding (Fig. 37b), visually emphasizing her higher status (thus
another case of iconographic distinction). The mordant here is much thinner than on the back hanging,
hence the gilding better preserved, and the artist(s) applied glazes of overpainted shadow at the left to
augment the illusion of cloth hanging in three dimensions rather than applied to the surface of the
picture.199 But the potential visual contradictions of this technique quickly led to its disappearance
from painted works: hardly again did an early Netherlandish painting render complex textile folds
using real gold leaf. Nor did many subsequent panels establish a flat ground space via gilded hanging
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textiles, other than on the wings of some carved altarpieces, where the flattening and surfaceemphasizing effect of gilding was evidently perceived as appropriate to the work as a whole.200
The archaic quality of this formulation is evident in an approximately mid-century Madonna
and Child with Saints in the National Gallery, Washington (Fig. 39),201 where the Virgin and Child
are visually emphasized by bright gilding on the central pink hanging and cushion and on the Virgin’s
hem decoration, with somewhat less vibrant gold on the other textiles. An initial plan to render the
saints with heavy mordant-gilded halos was abandoned,202 but, even so, most elements of this
composition appear out of step with the latest practice. By this time, not only had textile gilding
become unusual in painting, so had an absolutely frontal rendition of hanging cloth. In the case of
Rogier’s Last Judgment (Fig. 15), which dates around the same time or just slightly earlier, the
archaic features of the composition and materials must both have been a specific request from Nicolas
Rolin, who evidently wanted his commission to make a strong visual statement about his elevated
position and his aspirations to present an established lineage. (It is particularly striking that he and his
wife are juxtaposed against the hanging textiles, like Philippe de Croÿ, Fig. 13, whereas it was usually
saints who were thus honoured.) Other early Netherlandish panels certainly continued to depict goldshot textiles, but typically with paint alone. Jan van Eyck set the example as the greatest master of
elaborate brocaded textiles, including Gabriel’s magnificent red chasuble in the Annunciation in
Washington (Fig. 23). After the Ghent Altarpiece, none of his depicted textiles includes any actual
gold.203
Across these early gilded panels, the ars nova painters experimented with varied applications
of gold leaf to test different means of creating persuasive representational effects. They soon enough
concluded, however, that gilding was fundamentally incompatible with painting’s singular capacity to
render surfaces in deep space, and this representational capacity became more important than gold’s
intrinsic worth. In this essay I have explored how several of the early panels used gilding to establish
200
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a ground space from which figures project forwards, but I would like to conclude with a work that
does the opposite, Rogier’s Seven Sacraments Altarpiece (Fig. 40). This unusual fixed triptych
imaginatively combines Christ’s crucifixion with smaller-scale scenes of the sacraments as performed
by the church in contemporary life, all taking place within a visually persuasive church interior. The
patron, the Tournai bishop Jean Chevrot—who came from a bourgeois family—is incorporated into
the depiction, giving confirmation in the middle ground of the left panel (Fig. 40a).204 A number of
artworks are portrayed, including embroidered vestments, rubricated manuscripts, the sculpted choir
screen, a carved altarpiece beneath it (Fig. 40b),205 another carved altarpiece behind it on the high
altar (its Christ in Gethsemane and two flanking angels on columns just visible—both altarpieces
oddly lacking wings), the presumably brass eagle lectern next to it, and a seemingly gold-ground
painted altarpiece at the back of the north aisle surmounted by a carved winged tabernacle (Fig. 40c).
Intriguingly Rogier made it rather difficult to judge the exact materials of which these objects are
meant to be made, given his repeated use of muted brownish tones, although their locations are
precisely delineated. Surrounding this interior, a fictive gilded framework with Chevrot’s and the
bishopric’s coats of arms in the spandrels establishes the frontal ground space, behind which the
church interior extends back.206 Gilding appears in two further places on the panels, a single mostly
worn-away line edging the Virgin’s blue mantle (contrasting with the other depicted textiles), and the
angels’ banderols with inscriptions commenting on each sacrament, each partly overpainted with
flecks and hatching to show them extending in three dimensions. Evidently their otherworldly nature
made the banderols seem suitable objects for space-defying gilding.
The gilded framing device is made persuasively three-dimensional by overpainted flecks and
cross-hatching (Figs. 40c-d), though it is in fact as flat as the rest of the panel. It differs from Rogier’s
Deposition (Fig. 32) or the various ars nova brocaded textiles in that rather than looking like a
plausible rendition of a three-dimensional gilded surface, it appears to be a three-dimensional gilded
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surface, behind which the depicted architecture recedes. Of the ars nova gilding studied here, it is
arguably the closest to genuine trompe-l’oeil. Rogier partially acknowledged its fictive nature,
however, by its paradoxical integration into the linear perspective of the church interior, as
particularly evident at the bases of the gilded piers. The colonnades carry up to become the projected
moulding of the frontal archways, depicted in the same perspective as the rest of the architecture, i.e.
seen somewhat from the left and below, as is most evident on the upper left corner of the right panel
(Fig. 40d). But there are obvious contrasts between this framing architecture and the depicted
stonework, not only in the materials but also the architectural style: as has often been observed, the
interior arcades with their single columns and foliate capitals are reminiscent of the type of Brabantine
Gothic seen in St Gudule in Brussels, but the continuous colonnades of the gilded piers are more
analogous to the different architectural style seen in Our Lady in Antwerp, St John in ’sHertogenbosch, or St Pieter in Leuven (whose choir had just recently been completed).207 It seems
that Rogier wanted to subtly reiterate the impossible nature of his visual fiction, which he had been
able to generate by skilful painterly manipulation.
Rogier’s decision to gild the architectural framework returns us to Alberti’s recommendation
that gold should be reserved for frames rather than applied to painted scenes. Whether gilding was
also applied to the Seven Sacraments’ lost original frame itself, and/or to the frames of other works in
the Rogier/Flémalle groups, can only be speculated, given that only Jan van Eyck’s frames survive in
significant numbers.208 In any case, as Alberti suggested, gilded frames need not have contradicted
the persuasive nature of early Netherlandish panels: all the more would they create the sensation of
carrying viewers through and beyond the panel surface, into an illusory world that only painters could
create.
207
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Conclusion: patronage, periodization, and the perception of early Netherlandish
painting
Artistic innovation in painting techniques must surely be seen as the primary factor driving
the introduction of the ars nova. It could not have developed, however, without finding audiences
who admired its effects and perceived its persuasive representations as intrinsically worthwhile. As I
have suggested throughout the course of this essay, where the patrons of early Netherlandish panels
can be identified, they most often came from what might be called prosperous burgher classes,
including merchants, craftsmen, civic leaders, and court functionaries. These ‘middle’ classes
continued to dominate the patronage of panel painting throughout the fifteenth century, and it could
be argued that painting as a medium embodied the type of values such people would be likely to
admire: the expansion of the new painting parallels the rise of what Herman Pleij has called
‘bourgeois ideals’ in late medieval urban literature, such as practicality, wit, hard work, and selfreliance.209 As Craig Harbison has discussed in some depth, for the most part the nobility were not
among the most important panel patrons, at least beyond the genre of portraiture.210
Nevertheless, the Burgundian court was surely crucial in fostering creative interaction
between noble and urban values. Jan van Eyck’s court positions—first to John of Bavaria, count of
Holland and Hainault, then to duke Philip the Good—gave him the job security that enhanced his
pursuit of artistic innovation, even though almost of all of his surviving works were made not for the
duke but for middle-class urban patrons (many with court connections of some kind). For the duke he
is recorded as painting a mappa mundi and a prospective bride portrait of Isabella of Portugal (both
lost), and he likely also had oversight of decorative work on the duke’s palaces, but the court position
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Herman Pleij, ‘With a view to reality: the rise of bourgeois-ideals in the late middle ages’, in Flanders in a
European Perspective: Manuscript Illumination around 1400 in Flanders and Abroad. Proceedings of the
International Colloquium, Leuven, 7-10 September 1993, ed. Maurits Smeyers and Bert Cardon (Leuven, 1995),
3-24.
210 Harbison, Jan van Eyck, 22-28, 125; see also Wijsman, ‘Patterns in patronage’.
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clearly left him plenty of time to work for other patrons.211 It is possible that the Annunciation in
Washington (Fig. 23) was one wing of a devotional triptych painted for the duke’s foundation in
Champmol; the evidence for this is heavily speculative,212 although if true, it could be significant that
this is the only extant Van Eyck work other than the Ghent Altarpiece to contain any gold within the
picture. (Alternatively the inclusion of gilded rays may simply support the subject matter, which
appears nowhere else among Van Eyck’s painted panels, other than the closed wings of the Ghent
Altarpiece, where the inscriptions of Gabriel and Mary have been gilded, (Fig. 27).) Whoever the
patron(s), they had to settle for painted rather than gilded brocade, and the future of the medium lay
there, in the skilful application of paint rather than gold leaf.213 Such ability quickly became
sufficiently valued to distinguish the court painters of the ensuing centuries such as Titian, Rubens,
Velazquez, and Van Dyck, who did not need to employ expensive materials to be fully appreciated by
their patrons.214 In Italy written texts provided a clear account of how such values were promoted, but
in the fifteenth-century Netherlands only the works themselves reveal an analogous outlook. More
work remains to be done to map early Netherlandish painting into the processes of evolution in artistic
practices, diversification of patronage over time, and how these diversifications have been
retrospectively perceived by historians.
The discipline of art history, practiced mostly by people who have acquired PhDs and teach in
universities, has unsurprisingly inherited the tendency to perceive talent and originality as intrinsically
valuable, a predisposition going back at least as far as Vasari. This must be inextricably connected
with academe’s long-standing appreciation of canonical paintings over objects like tapestries that
were skilfully made but based on other artists’ designs: scholars naturally tend to admire those who
invent and plan above those who only execute. Understanding the history of art history’s biases
provides an important corrective to automatic identification with the painters’ perspective.
Nevertheless, it is important to acknowledge not only the skill but also the distinctive conceptual
211

Marina Belozerskaya, ‘Jan van Eyck’s lost Mappamundi: a token of fifteenth-century power politics,’
Journal of Early Modern History 4 (2000): 45-84; Harbison, Jan van Eyck, 22-28.
212 Lorentz, ‘Les Rolin et les “Primitifs flamands”’, 145-46.
213 Geelen and Steyaert, Imitation and Illusion, 39.
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Modern Artist (Cambridge & New York, 1993), esp. 34-45, 143-55, 197-212.
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innovation of early Netherlandish painting, which, as I hope to have demonstrated here, lends itself to
interpretation as a pivotal moment in the history of western art, even if in most other respects these
panels remained fully immersed in long-standing traditions of thought and practice. The artists
themselves may not have been thinking about their place in a chronological tradition of art, but I
believe they did conceive of their work as a distinctive departure. Retrospective impositions of period
divisions onto the past, such as ‘medieval’ and ‘modern’, can never of course accurately account for
historical reality, but they might sometimes serve as useful constructs—and occasionally they may
even connect with perceptions that existed at the time.
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Figures

Figure 1 Goldenes Rössl, 1404, gold, gilded silver, enamel, gems, and pearls, height: 62 cm. Altötting
Abbey (photograph: Erich Lessing / Art Resource, NY)
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Figure 2 Saint Mary and Child between Saint Catherine and Saint John Baptist, detail from altar
antependium from the Burgundian Golden Fleece vestments, c. 1430, embroidery on linen: gold and
silver thread, silk, velvet, pearls, and glass. Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna (photograph: Erich
Lessing / Art Resource, NY)
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Figure 3 Netherlandish or French, Triptych with the Way to Calvary, the Crucifixion, and the
Disrobing of Jesus, c. 1400-20, Silver, gilded copper, and enamel, overall (open): 24.8 x 41.9 x 1.9
cm. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Gift of J. Pierpont Morgan, 1917 (17.190.369), The
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York (photograph: © The Metropolitan Museum of Art. Image
source: Art Resource, NY)
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Figure 3a Netherlandish or French, Triptych with the Way to Calvary (photograph: author). In the
photographed lighting conditions the side panel images are difficult to see.
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Figure 4 Netherlandish, Calvary of Hendrik van Rijn, 1363, oil and gilded cast reliefs on panel,
unframed: 130 x 133 cm. Royal Museum of Fine Art, Antwerp (photograph: © Lukas - Art in
Flanders VZW)
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Figure 5 Jean de Beaumetz, Crucifixion with Carthusian Monk, oil and gold leaf on oak, c. 1390-95,
60 x 48 cm. Inv. RF1967-3. Louvre, Paris (photograph: Scala / Art Resource, NY)
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Figure 6 Jean Malouel (?) and Henri Bellechose, Altarpiece of St Denis, completed in 1416, oil and
gold leaf formerly on wood transferred to canvas, 132 x 211 cm. Louvre, Paris (photograph: RenéGabriel Ojéda, Réunion des Musées Nationaux / Art Resource, NY)
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Figure 7 Limbourg brothers, The Belles Heures, bifolium: 178v-171r, Martyrdom of Saint Ursula and
the Eleven Thousand Virgins and Saint Francis Receives the Stigmata, 1405-1408/1409, tempera and
gold leaf on vellum, overall (double leaf): 23.8 x 34.1 cm. The Cloisters Collection, New York
(photograph: © The Metropolitan Museum of Art / Art Resource, NY). The border decoration is
dominated by gilded detail, although the lighting of the photograph makes it appear dark.
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Figure 8 Limbourg brothers, Très Riches Heures, Multiplication of the Loaves and Fish, Ms. 65, folio
168v, 1413-16, tempera and gold leaf on vellum, 29 x 21 cm. Musée Condé, Chantilly (photograph:
Réunion des Musées Nationaux / Art Resource, NY)
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Figure 9 Limbourg brothers, Très Riches Heures, April, Ms. 65, folio 4, 1413-16, tempera and gold
leaf on vellum, 29 x 21 cm. Musée Condé, Chantilly (photograph: Réunion des Musées Nationaux /
Art Resource, NY)
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Figure 10 Rogier van der Weyden, Medici Madonna, c. 1450-60, oil and gold leaf on oak, 61.7 x 46.1
cm. Städel Museum, Frankfurt am Main (photograph: © Städel Museum / ARTOTHEK)
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Figure 10a Rogier van der Weyden, Medici Madonna, detail (photograph: author). The background is
water gilded (i.e. burnished), the remaining traces of the Virgin’s delicate halo are mordant gilded,
and the brocade cloth is painted. Note the incisions marking out a halo for John the Baptist.
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Figure 11 Flémalle group, John the Baptist, c. 1410-15, oil, tempera, and gold leaf on oak, 17.3 x 11.6
cm. The Cleveland Museum of Art, Gift of the John Huntington Art and Polytechnic Trust 1966.238
(photograph: Cleveland Museum of Art). The background is overpainted mordant gilding
(unburnished).
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Figure 12 Flémalle group, Christ and the Virgin, c. 1430-35, oil and gold leaf on oak, 28.6 x 45.4 cm.
John G. Johnson Collection, 1917. Philadelphia Museum of Art, Philadelphia (photograph: The
Philadelphia Museum of Art / Art Resource, NY). The unburnished background has been overpainted
with a thin glaze outside the halos so that the halos shine more brightly in comparison.
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Figure 13 Rogier van der Weyden, Devotional diptych of Philippe de Croÿ, c. 1460. Virgin and Child,
oil and gold leaf on wood transferred to canvas and relaid on masonite, 50.8 x 33 cm. The Huntington
Library, Art Collections, and Botanical Gardens, Pasadena (photograph: The Arabella D. Huntington
Memorial Art Collection). Philippe de Croÿ, oil and silver leaf on oak, 51.5 x 33.6 cm. Musée d'Art
Ancien, Musées Royaux des Beaux-Arts, Brussels (photograph: © Lukas - Art in Flanders VZW,
photo Hugo Maertens). The background of the left panel is partially overpainted unburnished gold
leaf, though all the depicted metallic objects are entirely painted. The right portrait background is a
green glaze over silver leaf (now tarnished).
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Figure 14 Rogier van der Weyden, Last Judgment Altarpiece, interior, c. 1443-51, oil and gold leaf on
oak (some panels transferred to canvas), overall including frame: 220 x 547.6 cm. Hôtel-Dieu, Beaune
(photograph: Erich Lessing / Art Resource, NY)
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Figure 14a Rogier van der Weyden, Last Judgment Altarpiece, interior, detail (photograph: author).
Rogier used speckled overpaint to transition visually between the halos, the gold leaf beyond the
halos, and the surrounding painted clouds; the photograph here slightly exaggerates the visual
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distinctions. The relative brightness of the gold and paint depends on the immediate lighting
conditions: compare the gate of heaven here with its appearance in Figure 14.

Figure 14b Rogier van der Weyden, Last Judgment Altarpiece, interior, detail (photograph: author).
The right hell panel is the only part of the altarpiece with no gold leaf.
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Figure 15 Rogier van der Weyden, Last Judgment Altarpiece, exterior, c. 1443-51, oil, gold leaf, and
gilded tin relief on oak (some panels transferred to canvas), overall: 220 x 274 cm. Hotel-Dieu,
Beaune (photograph: Erich Lessing / Art Resource, NY). The coats of arms are mordant gilded, and
the hanging brocade cloths are gilded applied relief (though almost entirely worn away); the brocaded
cloths over the prie-dieux are painted.
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Figure 15a Rogier van der Weyden, Last Judgment Altarpiece, exterior, detail of right wing
(photograph: author). The gilded applied brocade of the hanging cloths has mostly worn away.
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Figure 16 Flémalle group or circle of Rogier van der Weyden, Crucifixion, c. 1440 (?), oil and
overpainted gold leaf on oak, 79.3 x 49.4 cm. Inv. 538A. Gemäldegalerie, Staatliche Museen, Berlin
(photograph: Gemäldegalerie / Jörg P. Anders / Art Resource, NY). The original gold background,
most visible through the hair of John the Evangelist, was entirely covered over at a later date.
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Figure 17 Flémalle group, Annunciation, c. 1420, oil, gold leaf, and glazed metal foil on oak, 61 x
63.7 cm. Musée d'Art Ancien, Musées Royaux des Beaux-Arts, Brussels (photograph: Scala / Art
Resource, NY). The background through the windows is glazed tin foil; the Virgin’s and Gabriel’s
clothing decoration is mordant gilded.
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Figure 18 Flémalle group, Mérode Triptych, c. 1425, oil and overpainted glazed metal foil on oak,
overall: 64.5 x 117.8 cm. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York (photograph: © The
Metropolitan Museum of Art / Art Resource, NY). There is no gilding, and the original glazed metal
foil through the windows has been overpainted with blue sky.
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Figure 19 Rogier van der Weyden, Braque Triptych, c. 1452, oil and gold leaf on oak, overall
including frame: 41 x 136 cm. RF2063. Louvre, Paris. (photograph: © Peter Willi - ARTOTHEK).
Mordant-gilded rays have been applied over the painted aureole behind Christ’s head, otherwise the
panels are entirely painted. The gilded frame, however, is original.
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Figure 20 Flémalle group, Saint John the Baptist and the Franciscan theologian Heinrich von Werl
(left) and Saint Barbara (right), 1438, oil on oak, each panel 101 x 47 cm. Museo del Prado, Madrid
(photograph: Erich Lessing / Art Resource, NY). These panels are entirely painted.
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Figure 21 Jacques Daret, Adoration of the Magi, from the altarpiece of Saint-Vaast in Arras, 1433-35.
Berlin, Gemäldegalerie, oil on oak, 57 x 52 cm. Inv. 527. Gemäldegalerie, Staatliche Museen, Berlin
(photograph: Gemäldegalerie / Jörg P. Anders / Art Resource, NY)
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Figure 21a Jacques Daret, Adoration of the Magi, detail (photograph: author). The attire of the magi,
other than the turbaned crown, are painted, in contrast to the mordant gilding used for the crown, the
vessels, the Virgin’s hem decoration and the rays.
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Figure 22 Jacques Daret, Visitation, from the altarpiece of Saint-Vaast in Arras, 1433-35. Berlin,
Gemäldegalerie, oil on oak, 57 x 52 cm. Inv. 527. Gemäldegalerie, Staatliche Museen, Berlin
(photograph: Gemäldegalerie / Jörg P. Anders / Art Resource, NY)
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Figure 22a Jacques Daret, Visitation, detail (photograph: author). The rays, metallic elements and
clothing details are rendered with mordant gilding, other than the abbot’s painted rings.
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Figure 23 Jan van Eyck, Annunciation, c. 1434-36, oil and gold leaf on canvas transferred from panel,
painted surface: 90.2 x 34.1 cm. Andrew W. Mellon Collection, National Gallery of Art, Washington
(photograph: courtesy of the National Gallery of Art, Washington). The rays are mordant gilded,
everything else is painted.
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Figure 24 Rogier van der Weyden, Miraflores Altarpiece, c. 1445, oil on oak, each panel 74 x 44.5
cm. Gemäldegalerie, Staatliche Museen, Berlin (photograph: Gemäldegalerie / Jörg P. Anders / Art
Resource, NY). The hem decorations and brocade cloth are entirely painted. The gilded frame is
modern, as are most frames of the Rogier and Flémalle-group panels.
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Figure 24a Rogier van der Weyden, Miraflores Altarpiece, detail of left panel (photograph: author).
The hem decoration has been done entirely in paint, though in a style imitating gilded decoration, in
contrast to the real gilding in the St John Altarpiece (Figure 25) and several other Rogier/Flémallegroup panels (Figures 10, 17, 21-22, 26, 39).
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Figure 25 Rogier van der Weyden, St John Altarpiece, c. 1455, oil and gold leaf on oak, each panel 77
x 48 cm. Gemäldegalerie, Staatliche Museen, Berlin (photograph: Gemäldegalerie / Jörg P. Anders /
Art Resource, NY). The halo and hem decoration in the left panel are mordant gilded, and in the
central panel mordant-gilded rays have been applied to God the Father and Christ. No gilding appears
in the right panel depicting the martyrdom of St John.
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Figure 25a Rogier van der Weyden, St John Altarpiece, detail of left panel (photograph: author). The
red brocaded dress is entirely painted, but the edging on the mantles of Mary and Zacharias are
mordant gilded, in this photograph particularly evident in the triangle of Zacharias’ mantle seen at the
right.
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Figure 26 Flémalle group, Nativity, c. 1430, oil, gold leaf, and shell gold on oak, 84.1 x 69.9 cm.
Musee des Beaux-Arts, Dijon (photograph: Erich Lessing / Art Resource, NY). The sun and the Christ
Child’s halo rays are mordant gilded; the Virgin’s hem decoration and the clothing of the good
midwife are highlighted with shell gold.
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Figure 26a Flémalle group, Nativity, detail (photograph: author). Shell gold gleams on the good
midwife’s clothing, in contrast to the fully painted clothing of the bad midwife to the right. The Christ
Child’s mordant-gilded halo rays can also be seen at the left edge.
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Figure 27 Hubert and Jan van Eyck, Ghent Altarpiece, closed, dated 1432, oil on oak, overall: 350 x
223 cm. St. Bavo, Ghent (photograph: © Lukas - Art in Flanders VZW, photo Hugo Maertens). All
of these panels are entirely painted.
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Figure 28 Hubert and Jan van Eyck, Ghent Altarpiece, open, dated 1432, oil, gold and silver leaf, and
gilded applied relief on wood, overall: 350 x 461 cm. St Bavo, Ghent (photograph: © Lukas - Art in
Flanders VZW, photo Hugo Maertens). Gold and silver leaf and gilded applied relief appear in the
three central upper panels, and gold leaf was originally applied to the dove’s aureole in the lower
central panel, subsequently mostly painted over; gilded rays also emanate from the dove. All other
metallic details in the panels are painted.
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Figure 28a Jan van Eyck, Ghent Altarpiece, detail of Virgin Mary, dated 1432, oil, gold leaf, and
gilded tin relief on wood (photograph: © Lukas - Art in Flanders VZW, photo Hugo Maertens). The
arched background is overpainted unburnished gold leaf, while the brocaded cloth is overpainted
gilded applied relief; the tiles at the bottom of the panel (not shown in the photograph) are overpainted
silver foil. The Virgin’s crown and clothing are all done entirely in paint.
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Figure 29 Jacques de Baerze (carving) and Melchior Broederlam (gilding and polychromy),
Altarpiece of the Crucifixion, gilded and polychromed wood, 1390-99 (with later restorations),
overall: 167 x 502 cm. Musee des Beaux-Arts, Dijon (photograph: Erich Lessing / Art Resource, NY)
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Figure 29a Jacques de Baerze and Melchior Broederlam, Altarpiece of the Crucifixion, detail
(photograph: author). The extensive gilding and touches of polychromy were carried out by
Broederlam, completely covering the wooden carving.
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Figure 30 Melchior Broederlam, Annunciation and Visitation, exterior of the left wing of the
Altarpiece of the Crucifixion, oil and gold leaf on oak, 1390-99. Musee des Beaux-Arts, Dijon
(photograph: Erich Lessing / Art Resource, NY). The frames, backgrounds and many details of the
painted wings are water gilded, with a few further details in mordant gilding.
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Figure 30a Melchior Broederlam, Annunciation, detail (photograph: author). The angle of lighting has
highlighted the water gilding of Mary’s brocaded dress and the floor tiles, while leaving the watergilded lily vase dim.
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Figure 31 Master of Saint Augustine, Scenes from the Life of Saint Augustine, central panel of
triptych, c. 1490, oil, gold leaf, and silver on oak, 137.8 x 149.9 cm. The Metropolitan Museum of
Art, The Cloisters Collection, 1961 (61.199) (photograph: © The Metropolitan Museum of Art. Image
source: Art Resource, NY)
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Figure 31a Master of Saint Augustine, Scenes from the Life of Saint Augustine, detail (photograph:
author). The gilding gives a comparatively flat appearance to the sculpted altarpiece.
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Figure 32 Rogier van der Weyden, Deposition, c. 1436, oil and gold leaf on oak, 220.5 x 259.5 cm.
Museo del Prado, Madrid (photograph: Erich Lessing / Art Resource, NY)
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Figure 32a Rogier van der Weyden, Desposition, detail (photograph: author). Flecked overpaint
defines the surface and shading on the mordant-gilded background; everything else is painted,
including the textiles.
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Figure 33 Flémalle group, right wing fragment of a Deposition altarpiece: John the Baptist on the
reverse of the Thief to the Left of Christ, c. 1430, oil and gilded tin relief on oak, 134.2 x 92.2 cm.
Städelsches Museum, Frankfurt am Main (photograph: © U. Edelmann, Städel Museum/
ARTOTHEK)
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Figure 33a Flémalle group, Thief to the Left of Christ, detail of gilded applied relief background
(photograph: author). The horizontal line marks a division in the applied relief. Heavy wear makes the
pattern of banderols and birds on pomegranates difficult to discern.
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Figure 34 Bruges or Brussels workshop, Altarpiece of the Passion, c. 1420, oil, gold leaf, gilded
applied relief, and oak, 361 x 730 cm. Reinoldikirche, Dortmund (photograph: Rüdiger Glahs,
www.fotostudio-glashs.de). The gilding on the wooden figural carving was removed in the second
half of the nineteenth century. The gilding of the painted wings includes the first known instance of
applied gilded reliefs in the fifteenth-century Netherlands, used to depict some of the brocaded textiles
worn by the figures.
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Figure 35 Tournai workshop, Memorial for Jacques Taintenier and Jeanne Blancharde, c. 1408,
Tournai limestone with traces of polychromy. Saint-Jacques, Tournai (photograph: author). As with
wooden carved altarpieces, this type of stone memorial featured small-scale figures set against a flat
ground. In most cases the original polychromy/gilding has been entirely lost or covered in later paint.
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Figure 36 Flémalle group, Veronica, c. 1430, oil and gold leaf on oak, 151.1 x 61 cm. Städelsches
Museum, Frankfurt am Main (Photograph © Städel Museum – ARTOTHEK)
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Figure 36a Flémalle group, Veronica, detail of hanging cloth (photograph: author). The tight lines and
raised pattern of the mordant gilding here imitates the visual effect of gilded applied relief in the form
of local applied brocades.
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Figure 37 Flémalle group, Virgin and Child, c. 1430, oil and gold leaf on oak, 148.7 x 61 cm.
Städelsches Museum, Frankfurt am Main (Photograph © U. Edelmann - Städel Museum –
ARTOTHEK)
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Figure 37a Flémalle group, Virgin and Child, detail of hanging cloth (photograph: author). The
mordant-gilded patterns are somewhat broader and flatter compared to the technique used in the
Veronica panel.
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Figure 37b Flémalle group, Virgin and Child, detail of the Virgin’s dress (photograph: author). The
mordant gilding here is finer than on the background hanging, overpainted with some shading in the
deepest folds.
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Figure 38 Flémalle group, Holy Trinity, c. 1430, oil on oak with canvas coating, 148.7 x 61 cm.
Städelsches Museum, Frankfurt am Main (Photograph © U. Edelmann - Städel Museum –
ARTOTHEK)
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Figure 39 Flémalle group, c. 1440/60, Madonna and Child with Saints in the Enclosed Garden, oil
and gold leaf on oil, painted surface 119.8 x 148.5 cm. Samuel H. Kress Collection, National Gallery
of Art, Washington (photograph: courtesy of the National Gallery of Art, Washington). Mordant
gilding has been used for the hanging cloths, the cushion, and the hem decoration.
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Figure 40 Rogier van der Weyden, Seven Sacraments Altarpiece, c. 1440-45, oil and gold leaf on oak,
200 x 223 cm. Royal Museum of Fine Arts, Antwerp (photograph: © Lukas - Art in Flanders VZW,
photo Hugo Maertens)
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Figure 40a Rogier van der Weyden, Seven Sacraments Altarpiece, detail of left panel (photograph:
author). When directly illuminated the gold leaf of the angel’s banderole shines far more brightly than
the painted gold decoration of bishop Jean Chevrot’s vestments.
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Figure 40b Rogier van der Weyden, Seven Sacraments Altarpiece, detail of central panel (photograph:
author). Rogier depicted a number of sculpted artworks though made their materiality difficult to
judge.
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Figure 40c Rogier van der Weyden, Seven Sacraments Altarpiece, detail of left panel (photograph:
author). The mordant-gilded banderol and simulated frame are partly overpainted to create threedimensional effects; the depicted altarpiece at the east end of the north aisle appears far behind both.
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Figure 40d Rogier van der Weyden, detail of right panel (photograph: author). The perspective of the
fictive gilded frame creates an impression of three-dimensional moulding seen from the left and
below.
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